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1. Final summary  

 

The project aims to generate guide lines for welded bridges using High Strength Steel.  

 

The welded joints are the main reason why HSS grades have a very limited use in applications 

where fatigue is a critical issue, such as road bridges of medium span for instance. HSS material 

provides better fatigue properties than standard steels thanks to a longer initiation phase of cracks. 

However, in welded structures, the range of the crack initiation life is decreased to a shorter phase 

by the presence of small cracks like weld defects. If the use of improved welded joints could solve 

this problem, HSS steel grades could enhance lighter welded bridges and save material 

consumption. A cost comparison for a realised bridge example in S355 showed that the application 

of S690 and post weld treatment would have brought a cost advantage of 25% 1.  

 

Using HSS grade within the design of a bridge deck allows slender components and thinner plates, 

but it is likely to be more susceptible to local buckling phenomena. Brittle fracture is slightly less 

dimensioning using HSS since thinner plates can be adopted, however girders are likely to be much 

more prone to fatigue, which proved to be the main issue of the design together with the local 

buckling phenomena. 

 

As expressed before, initiation phase of a fatigue crack in HSS plates and in their improved welded 

joints becomes important. The OPTIBRI project prefers to use a multiaxial fatigue damage model 

(able to predict initiation and later growth phase of crack) to Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics only 

focused on crack propagation. As underlined within the BriFaG project, these multiaxial damage 

models have potentials, they do not follow the principle of SN curves requiring the definition of 

‘equivalent’ or ‘representative’ uniaxial stress load history when the true behaviour depends on a 

tensor stress history. They also do not apply the additive linear damage rule of Miner, which is far 

from the true material behaviour. It is true that these models rely on a heavy identification phase; 

however, once validated, they have the advantage of being able to predict SN curves (required for 

comparison with standard normalized approaches) or to assess the fatigue life for any welded 

detail submitted to any stress history (constant or variable range of stress amplitude).  

 

The OPTIBRI choice to select a single HSS grade and only two types of weld improvements allows 

performing an extensive static and fatigue test campaign covering characterization of Base Metal 

(BM), Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) and Weld Metal (WM) associated to both selected welded joints 

post treatment methods. The model identification on material samples (scale of the order of 

maximum 100 mm) is further improved to take into account a first scale effect and the set of 

parameters is enhanced thanks to the comparison of simulation results and experiments on small 

scale tests (more than 100 fatigue tests on plates with transverse welded stiffeners covering 

different thicknesses and the two types of welded joint post treatments: PIT and TIG remelting). 

These small case tests (scale of the order of 1 meter) have transversal welded stiffeners (with post 

treated welded joints) as according bridge designers, this feature is known as a strong limitation to 

pass the verification of fatigue limit state.  

 

Within OPTIBRI, seven fatigue beam tests with the optimal post treated welded joint allow the 

identification of the SN curve of real bridge pieces taking into account a second scale effect. The 

adapted set of material parameters of the model able to reproduce the results of the fatigue beam 

tests will be used to perform the evaluation of existing design rules (FAT class) for a set of welded 

details present in welded bridges. 

 

                                                 
1
 Kuhlmann, U.; Dürr, A.; Günther, H.-P.: Improvement of fatigue strength of welded HSS by 

application of post-welded treatment methods. In: Proceedings of the IABSE Symposium in 
Budapest, September 13-15, 2006, S. 440-441 
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Steel bridges often consist of slender plates (even more slender with HSS use) which are stiffened 

in longitudinal as well as in transverse directions. Since the cross-section is affected by several 

internal forces, the plates are submitted to multiaxial stresses. However, the design of plated 

structures done by the current state of EN 1993-1-5 does not provide a reliable check for multiaxial 

loaded plates. For instance the “effective width method” does not provide any possibility of 

checking plates subjected to biaxial loading and the “reduced stress method” does not allow taking 

into account tensile stresses and their positive effect on the buckling behaviour. The positive effect 

of tensile stresses is well known, but cannot be quantified since no investigation has been 

conducted in this field, neither for the case tension/compression nor tension/shear. The OPTIBRI 

project experimentally studies the buckling of multiaxial stressed plates in S690QL: six large tests 

of multiaxially loaded panels are performed. The plate dimensions are in realistic scale according to 

the plate thicknesses usually used in bridge design as checked by GRID partner. Validated FE 

simulations on previous experiments will allow performing a reliable parametric study, yielding the 

evaluation of the true buckling behaviour and the development of enhanced Eurocode rules. The 

new knowledge generated by OPTIBRI goes until proposal of an enhancement of the code rules 

given in EN 1993-1-5. 

 

The OPTIBRI project addresses for HSS bridges:  

-the fatigue verification of structural piece with post treated welded joints (by PIT and TIG 

remelting),  

-the prediction of FAT class through a validated FE model and a fatigue model and the comparison 

with FAT class present in Eurocode  

-the buckling behaviour of plates submitted to multiaxial stresses and their verification according 

Eurocode rules as well as a comparison between experiment and available rules of the Eurocode  

-the quantification of the interest (cost, environment and social impact) of using HSS within 

bridges 

 

The quantification of the advantage of using HSS within bridges is performed on a 21.5 m wide 

highway bridge, with a typical 80 m long inner span and a composite steel-concrete twin plate 

girder deck. It presents clear fatigue and stability issues.  

 

Three designs of this bridge are compared: the first bridge design (A) uses only standard S355 

steel grade whereas the second design (B) uses also HSS S690 QL steel but relies on current state 

of Eurocodes. Finally, the third design (C) is performed based on the real measured behaviour of 

HSS S690 QL steel and post treated welded joints. Through different variants of the design (C), the 

project results demonstrate the need of updating of Eurocode to take into account the enhanced 

material properties of HSS and the buckling of multiaxial stressed plates.  

 

Five partners, each one with complementary skills are gathered within OPTIBRI project: 

 

University of Liège – Belgium; ULiège  

Materials and Solid Mechanics (MSM) team consists in a group of 10 to 20 scientists (professor, 

research director, research engineer, post doc and PhD students). It belongs to Structures, Fluids 

and Solid Mechanics MS²F division in ArGEnCO department. It is focused on MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR 

(steel, Ti, Al, Ni... metals + coating). It means the development and identification of constitutive 

thermo-mechanical-metallurgical laws such as macroscopic phenomenological laws, multi-scale 

approaches and crystal plasticity models, fatigue models. These rheological models are applied 

within Finite Element codes to predict damage and rupture during forming processes, specific static 

or fatigue loading cases. Since 1984 MSM team has developed its own non linear finite element 

code Lagamine. Experiments are conducted within the Laboratory of Materials and Structures 

Mechanics (M&S) where a lot of material testing devices were acquired under the impulsion of AM 

Habraken. As leader of MSM group, she coordinated and participated to multiple projects 
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(Industrial projects, Walloon Region projects, BELSPO projects with foreign partners, PAI Intemate, 

ALECASPIF Pat project), she also participated in VIF Virtual Intelligent Forging (2004-2008), 

Coordinate Action EU and former BRITE EURAM projects on forging. Within OPTIBRI, she will be 

helped by Laurent Duchêne (Prof. in charge of Multi scale analysis of materials and structures in 

Civil Engineering field) and Chantal Bouffioux, research engineer skilled in finite element analysis 

and material identification.  

 

University of Stuttgart – Germany; UStutt  

The Institute of Structural Design (University of Stuttgart) headed by Prof. Ulrike Kuhlmann is part 

of the faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering and has a strong focus on steel structures.  

The Institute was coordinator of the RFCS projects “Robustness”, “INFASO” and “COMBRI+” and is 

a coordinator of “SBRI”, "ROBUSTIMPACT" and a partner in “HSS-SERF”, "DISCCO" and 

“SAFEBRICTILE”. Prof. KUHLMANN is chair-person of CEN/TC250 SC3 Steel Structures and 

Technical Working Group 8.3 (Plate buckling) as well as a member of TC6, TC8 and TC11 of ECCS. 

This will guarantee the possibility throughout the project to prepare and present results in 

Eurocode format. A number of research projects dealing with the implementation of design rules 

into code formulations have already been realized on national and international level. In what 

concerns OPTIBRI, USTUTT acts as the task leader of WP3 (investigations on plate buckling) and 

mainly interacts with WP1 inserting the experience in design of steel structures. 

 

University Coimbra – Portugal; UC  

The University of Coimbra is a research and education organization located in central Portugal, 

which was established in 1290. In the Faculty of Science and Technology (FCTUC), Dept. of Civil 

Engineering, the research Group on Steel and Composite Construction is represented by Prof. Luis 

da SILVA, who is Chairman of TMB of ECCS and also member of ECCS TC8, TC10, TC14 and the 

evolution group of EN 1993-1-1, President of Portuguese Steelwork Association (cmm), an 

experienced person in European Steel R&D activity, heavily involved in RFCS projects. He chairs 

the research group on Steel and Mixed Building Technology of the research unit ISISE (Institute for 

Sustainability and Innovation in Structural Engineering) that comprises 50 people, including 30 PhD 

students, with a shared laboratory and modern equipment for mechanical testing and 

instrumentation. Within OPTIBRI, UC leads the task of quantifying the impact of using HSS within 

bridges and relying on close material behavior and not current state of the standard rules.  

 

Belgian Welding Institute - Belgium; BWI  

BWI is a collective research centre. BWI has extensive recognised expertise in testing of materials 

and a worldwide reputation in testing of weld attachments. It is an independent non-profit 

organisation, combining the functions of research and development, education, training and 

transferring knowledge and all service relevant information to the industry. BWI has more than 30 

years of experience in research for welding and related technologies, weldability of various 

materials and the behaviour of welded components and structures in service. It has carried out 

research with many technologies and has assisted companies with the implementation. In OPTIBRI, 

BWI is in charge of generating welded specimens with optimal welded joints or post weld 

treatment. BWI develops also a qualification procedure for the HFMI treatment of welds joints.  

 

GRID Consultas, Estudos e Projectos de Engenharia - Portugal; GRID  

Started in 1980, GRID is specialized in structural engineering and its main sectors are bridges, 

special structures and buildings. Its activity consists in consulting engineering, structural and 

foundation design and also technical assistance to construction works. GRID has a staff of 44 

people and also has a permanent group of external consultants. The company has been involved in 

more than 500 studies and designs in Europe, Africa, South America. GRID has a large net of 

computer facilities with specific software for the static and dynamic analyses of structures and for 

time dependent analyses of concrete bridges.  
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GRID’s Technical Director is António José Luis dos Reis who has a civil engineering degree by 

Technical University of Lisbon and a Ph.D by the University of Waterloo-Canada. He is Professor of 

Bridges and Structural Engineering at the Technical University of Lisbon, since 1985, and Invited 

Professor at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne – EPFL, in Switzerland, in 2013. In the 

scope of his activity, António Reis has been involved since 1972 in a variety of projects such as 

long span bridges and special structures.  

GRID tasks in OPTIBRI concern the studied bridge case designs, the definition of experiments to be 

representative of bridge details, the data for LCA, LCC, LCP assessment and the redaction of 

Guidelines about the optimal use of HSS within bridges.  

 

INDUSTEEL BELGIUM; Industeel  

Industeel is a company of the Arcelormittal group of companies. It is a sister company of 

INDUSTEEL France (Le Creusot and Chateauneuf). INDUSTEEL BELGIUM is based in Charleroi (B) 

where it employs 1200 workers approx.  

INDUSTEEL BELGIUM produces special plates with improved mechanical or technological 

characteristics in numerous different grades: carbon, special and alloy, stainless steels.  

The production of plates is in the range of 200 kt (kilotons) to 250 kt per year depending on the 

economic situation. The plate size ranges from 5 to 150 mm thick, 4 meter wide and up to 16 tons 

unit Weight. In its panel of produced grades of steel, Extra High Strength steels are of major 

importance. Produced grades range from 690 MPa up to 1100 MPa yield strength. This production 

is at a level of 25 kt per year i.e. 10 to 15 % of the total production.  

The world potential market is estimated to 700 kt. INDUSTEEL BELGIUM ambition is to increase its 

market share in this field of activity. Typical applications for these grades are: lifting and handling 

operations, yellow goods, offshore, transport vehicles, mining. The structural applications in 

buildings and bridges are today not taking the best profit of these steels with a wide potential.  

Mr JJ Dufrane, Manager Arcelormittal who is in charge of Industeel Business Transformation has 

followed OPTIBRI project at its start. He got experience within numerous internal research projects 

such as “Structural offshore steels with YS :355 to 460 Mpa for fixed and mobile offshore 

structures”, “Development of 9 % Ni steels for LNG storage”, “Duplex and superduplex stainless 

steels for critical subsea application development of 960 MPa steels for mobile cranes application”, 

“Development of modified 9 % Cr steel for steam production”. During the project Mr JJ Dufrane left 

Industeel and was replace by Anne-Claude Vanderbecq and Patrick Toussaint.  

Within OPTIBRI, INDUSTEEL provides the material, its transportation and a part of its cutting. 

 

The project flowchart (Fig. 1) and deliverables are presented hereafter:  
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Figure 1: Optibri flowchart 

 

In summary, the main OPTIBRI results are :  

 

 guidelines for optimal use of HSS in bridges (see WP1 and Deliverable 1.5)  

 a methodology to get reliable identification method of multiaxial damage fatigue model of 

Lemaitre type as well as a validated set of parameters (see WP2) 

 - experimental and numerical results about SN curves of beams, bridge critical details and 

small case tests. It has been demonstrated that a slope m = 5 as well as an increased 

FATclass can be associated to the studied S690 QL with welded joints post treated by PIT. 

However some care must be taken before direct generalisation to all HSS bridges and 

critical details  as low statistical data are available and care about R ratio must be paid due 

to higher mean stress in HSS components because thinner plates and higher yield stress 

(see WP2). 

 proposition of Eurocode modifications about buckling of multiaxial stressed plates (see 

WP3) 

 the selection of PIT treatment as optimal to enhance fatigue properties based on the 

measurements of induced residual stresses, the fatigue test results, a sensitivity analysis of 

the effect of PIT parameters (see WP2 and WP4) 

 a quantification by LCA, LCC and LCP of the interest of using HSS in bridges (see WP5)  

 

More details about project results can be found in Table 1 of Project overview section, or in 

Deliverables (section 4 provides their identification) or in WP summary hereafter. The  major 

deviation between  the initial  project  and  the  performed  work concerns  the drop of the activity  

about the TT weld  joint  that  was  replaced  by  TIG  remelting post treatment. Finally section 5 

provides a more extensive description of the work and results of each WP. 

 

WP4 BWI
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WP 1: Design of Bridges 

The use of High Strength Steel (HSS) S690 QL or QL1 in highway bridges decks is not yet 

widespread. A research program to look for the optimal use of HSS S690QL within bridges was 

conducted. 

A comparative design was preformed for a 21.5 m wide highway bridge, with a typical 80 m long 

inner span and a composite steel-concrete twin plate girder deck. Three designs were compared, 

using the Eurocodes: Design (A) adopted standard S355 NL steel grade whereas Design (B) used 

HSS S690 QL or QL1 on the main girders, and Design (C) used the same HSS S690, but profiting 

from the improvement of fatigue behaviour by using welded joint treatments and exploring 

different designs and possible enhancement of the presents Eurocode rules. 

The highway bridge is composed by a continuous plate girder steel concrete composite deck with 

2x2 lanes and a total width of 21.5 m. The total length of the bridge is 360 m, with 3 internal 

spans of 80 m and lateral spans of 60 m. 

The bridge deck was designed for standard steel S355, and also for high-strength steel S690. Deck 

steel design and detailing was performed using European standards EN 1990, EN 1991, EN 1993 

and EN 1994. Structural behaviour at ultimate limit states (ULS) was evaluated by finite frame 

element models, with due account for rheological effects from concrete. Construction stages were 

taken into account by superposition of results from: 

 steel structure frame model, for the application of its own weight and the slab concrete 

weight; 

 composite structure frame models with modular ratios for concrete, assessed for short-

term actions, permanent actions and shrinkage effects (following EN 1994-2). 

Longitudinal safety verifications included namely: 

 ULS – bending and shear girders resistance;  

 SLS – stress limitations on structural steel, reinforcement and concrete slab; 

 ULS – fatigue of girders structural steel and stud connectors; 

 Flange induced buckling of the webs and transverse stiffeners according with EN 1993-1-5. 

Comparison between the three designs shows that using S690 enables reductions of 25% to 32% 

on the steel weight and about 50% on full penetration welding volume, compared to design with 

standard steel S355 NL. 

The deck can be slender using HSS and have thinner plates, but it is likely to be more susceptible 

to local buckling phenomena. Brittle fracture is slightly less dimensioning using HSS since thinner 

plates can be adopted, but girders are likely to be much more prone to fatigue, which proved to be 

the main issue of the design together with the local buckling phenomena. 

Plate buckling of the webs near supports proved to be a key issue when using HSS; close 

intermediate transverse stiffeners were introduced in Design B to increase web shear buckling 

resistance, whereas Design C explored the benefits of using one strong trapezoidal longitudinal 

stiffener at the outside of each plate girder web, which proved to be a suitable design option. 

The critical fatigue welded joints were analysed according to EN 1993-1-9. For plate girders with 

transverse stiffeners, fatigue presents a major design constraint, namely on span sections, due to 

allowable plate stresses range near the welded joints. 

Standard fatigue load model FLM3 with the damage equivalent factor concept was used for fatigue 

design of several plate girder details. Fatigue resistance of the welded joint between the transverse 

stiffeners and the bottom tension flange proved to be the most relevant aspect of the design of the 

composite steel-concrete twin plate girder deck designed for HSS S690. 

Comparison between the three designs have shown that the use of HSS enables a reduction of 25-

30% of the steel weight compared to the standard plate girder deck in S355 NL. Furthermore, the 

comparative designs reveal that using HSS S690: 

 The deck to be slender; 

 Thinner plates can be adopted but more susceptible to local buckling phenomena; 
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 Trapezoidal longitudinal stiffeners are very efficient to reduce local buckling of the webs; 

 Brittle fracture is less dimensioning; 

 A substantial cut on the volume of full penetration welding is obtained by using thinner plates; 

 Girders are much more prone to fatigue, that proves to be the main issue of the design 

together with the buckling phenomena; 

 The critical fatigue detail is the FAT80 occurring at the welded joints between the bottom flange 

and the transverse stiffeners; 

 The use of welded treatments of these critical welded joints increases this FAT category and 

allows for an additional reduction of steel at the span’s bottom flanges. 

 

WP 2: Fatigue study 

In order to study the fatigue behaviour of HSS welded connections and more specifically critical 

bridge details, numerical studies are performed, requiring, in particular, a detailed description of 

the static and fatigue behaviours of the three materials present in these connections: the base 

material S690QL (BM), the heat affected zone (HAZ) and the weld metal (WM). 

From the static tests, the parameters of the laws of Hooke, Hill, Voce and Armstrong-Frederick are 

defined for the elasticity and for the plasticity with a combined isotropic-kinematic hardening. 

Then, an important testing campaign is conducted to study the fatigue behaviour of four different 

kinds of HSS steel specimens: the small samples (extracted from plate thickness), the plates, the 

welded plates with/without post-treatment and the beams. For each geometry, the fatigue 

endurance is analysed, compared, numerically studied, aiming to get a deeper understanding of 

each effect affecting the lifetime of the pieces. Finally, an accurate description of the fatigue 

behaviour of large connections such as critical bridge details is provided.  

Fig. 2 gathers S-N curves defined from the experiments and compares the different cases. The 

combined effect of the size, the surface roughness and the residual stresses is observed through 

the difference between Small samples and Plates curves. The welding effect is defined by Plates 

results versus Welded plates ones. In addition, the effect of post treatment choice: PIT or TIG 

remelting is also shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Fatigue tests performed on S690QL specimens  

With the aim to identify a reduction factor for the size effect between plate tests and bridge case 

for the PIT-treated transverse attachment out of high strength steels, a beam testing program was 

developed and successfully executed.  
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Note that for the single as-welded case of the beam test campaign, a very high lifetime was 

achieved. This could be shown comparing this single result with the fatigue resistance of transverse 

stiffener according to EN 1993-1-9 and also in comparison to the small case series without post-

treatment. 

The fatigue resistance improvement of the weld toes of the transverse attachment due to the PIT-

treatment led in most of the cases to failure mechanisms that are detached from that improved 

detail. In some cases base material failure of the tensioned bottom flange could be reached. In 

other cases external equipment led to deviant failure modes. 

Nonetheless all of the test results can be used as minimum strengths for the investigated detail 

category. So two values for the nominal fatigue resistance Δσc depending on the assumption of two 

different slopes for the linear regression have been determined. A PIT-improved reference value for 

the fatigue resistance at 2 million load cycles could be determined to be Δσc, imp = 134 N/mm² 

under the assumption of a fix slope m = 5. Whereas the evaluation of the PIT-treated beam test 

series with a free slope of m = 3.2 results in a fatigue resistance of Δσc, imp = 123 N/mm², see 

Fig.3, left. 

The determination of a real scale factor for PIT-treated transverse stiffener by the comparison of 

small scale and beam test results was complicated by the shifted failure modes achieved at the 

beam tests. So that only a minimum, conservative reduction factor of around 71-73%can be 

defined by the relation of the beam test fatigue strength to small scale strength, see Fig.3, left .It 

shows the evaluation following the linear regression according to Background Document (Sedlacek 

et al, 2007) of EN 1993-1-9 with a fixed slope of m = 5. Following the linear regression analysis 

the fatigue strength of the PIT-treated beam test results could be determined around Δσc = 134 

N/mm² for 2 million cycles, see black lines. Dashed lines represent the 95% survival probability 

and continuous line the mean value graph of test results. The evaluation with the variable slope of 

3.2 and thus a steeper slope leads to a fatigue strength Δσc = 123 N/mm² for 2 million cycles, see 

Fig. 3, left (blue lines), also dashed for 95% probability and continuous for 50 % probability.  

This factor takes into account, all the beam tests, so it includes the one where no post treatment at 

all was applied.  

If this test is dropped, the reduction factor becomes 78% (see Fig.3, right) which can be seen as a 

less conservative value. Note also that Fig.3, right does not applied statistic approach of EN 1993-

1-9 and is based on failure initiation. Table 3 provides, for two beams, the comparison between the 

number of cycles at the crack initiation and failure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: S-N diagram with fatigue resistance for PIT-treated beam tests for transverse 

stiffener with a slope of m = 5.0 and free slope of m = 3.2 (left) and fatigue tests results 
on S690QL PIT post-treated specimens: small cases ("A", "B", "E", "H") and beams "BE-

break" for the beam with rupture at transverse stiffener welded joint and "Be-No" for 
the beams without rupture on the PIT treated welded joints + S-N curves with a slope 

m=5 : FAT242 for small cases and FAT190 for beams (right) 
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Table 1: Experimental fatigue beam tests: number of cycles at crack initiation Ni and at 
total failure Nf, on beam with PIT treatment and rupture on Stiffener Welded joint: "PIT-
SW", on beam with As Welded joint and rupture on Stiffener Welded joint: "AW-SW"  

Name R Δσ Rupt.:0/1 Ni Nf 

  

Mpa 

  

 

PIT-SW 0.1 315 1 172 175 242 468 

AW-SW 0.1 200 1 168 825 429 250 

 

It could be shown that this PIT-treated welded detail can be shifted to an uncritical stage and that 

the attention of fatigue has also to be shifted to details that are not known to be critical in terms of 

fatigue failure.  

A high fatigue resistance has been shown for the automatic longitudinal fillet welded joint. Besides 

the planned investigations during the execution of the beam tests, the interest to improve the 

fatigue resistance of the longitudinal fillet welded joint systematically has been awakened.  

For the prediction of the fatigue crack initiation, the Lemaître Chaboche multiaxial fatigue model 

improved by the stress gradient method is used. A first set of fatigue damage material parameters 

(SET 1) is identified from the testing program on small samples. A second set of parameters (SET 

2) is determined for plates and a final set (SET 3) for the beams. Reduction factors link the data 

sets SET23, SET2 and SET 1. 

Numerical models simulate in a first step the welded plates and in a second step the beams with 

the most efficient post-treatment (PIT). The residual stresses, measured by X-ray, are taken into 

account in the models. For each case, the fatigue data (SET2 or SET 3) are adapted to take into 

account of the size of the welded connection for a correct prediction of the crack initiation. The SET 

3 allows simulating the bridge connections, with a model validated by the experiments. 

A critical detail of a bridge design with S690QL steel has been studied in two stages: i) a global 

model of a main girder and a stiffener; ii) a submodel representing the welded connection with a 

very fine mesh and the residual stresses from the welding process and the PIT post-treatment. The 

number of cycles at the crack initiation, computed for several stress ranges, determines a new S-N 

curve. It contributes to define the general guidelines for bridge design with HSS steel.  

 

WP 3. Buckling of multiaxially stressed plates 

In order to investigate the buckling behaviour of slender plates subjected to multiaxial stress 

states, six large size tests were realized at the laboratory in University of Stuttgart. The test setup 

consisted of a portal frame equipped with a hydraulic jack for introducing compression to the plate. 

Additional hydraulic jacks were arranged laterally for introducing tension stresses to the plate and 

generating the desired multiaxial stress state. The tests subdivided into "A" and "B". "A"-tests are 

conducted on plates with a width of 900 mm having a square test panel of 900 mm x 900 mm. The 

tension/compression ratio β also varied between 0, -0.25 and -0.5. "B" tests were conducted on 

plates with a width of 500 mm having a test panel of 1500 mm x 500 mm. The 

tension/compression ratio β varied between 0, -1.5 and -1.0. In each group β=0 was used as a 

reference for the evaluation of the test results. The influence of the tension stresses on the 

buckling behaviour can be seen on the out-of-panel deformation and on the ultimate load. In both 

test series "A" and "B" a distinct increase of the ultimate load is observed, if tensile stresses act at 

the same time as compression.  

The tests are simulated with Finite Element Method with measured imperfections and material 

parameters measured by tensile tests. The FE results showed a good agreement with the test 

results. The experiments were also simulated using imperfections according to Annex C, EN 1993-

1-5. Good results have been found for square panels under compression and tension stress with 

one, two and three half-wave imperfection shapes.  

The tension stresses may change the failure mode of a square panel from one half-wave into more 

half-waves. Furthermore, the results show that tensile stresses increase the buckling resistance of 

the investigated panels.  
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The buckling curves have been recalculated for different boundary conditions as well as for bending 

and shear forces for high strength steel.  

The proposal of (Zizza:2016) [41] developed for mild steel is investigated for S690QL panels 

subjected to compression and tension. It is concluded, that the proposal of (Zizza:2016) [41] leads 

to good results also for this case. It is concluded that considering the positive effect of tension 

stresses on the reduction factors, enhances the accuracy of the “reduced stress method” and leads 

to a more economic design of the panels. At this point, it seems reasonable to take into account 

tensile stresses in the design of multiaxially loaded plates. Application of reduced stress method for 

panels subjected to shear and tension stresses shows a good agreement with numerical results. 

In contrast to reduced stress method, the effective width method does not consider the positive 

effect of tension stresses and reduces the shear resistance in the same way as for compression 

stresses. In order to consider the beneficial effects of tension stresses the following proposal in 

case of panels subjected to normal, bending and shear forces is made: 

 

If           and the stress ratio        the slenderness      may be taken the same      acc. to 

eq. (10.2) from section 10 of (EN 1993-1-5:2006). 

⇨            
      

   
  if           and the stress ratio         

where:  

  : Tension stress 

  : Compression stress 

    : Slenderness for calculation of shear buckling resistance 

    : Slenderness acc. to eq. (10.2) from section 10 of (EN 1993-1-5:2006) 

 

The resistance of panels should be determined according to the following interaction acc. to 

7.1(5) of (EN 1995-1-5:2006) : 

 

                 

with: 

   
   

      
   

 
         

      

   

     
   

      
 

 

 
However, the basis of this investigation is limited on unstiffened panels neglecting the load-

shedding with flanges. In future, the effect of tension stresses should be further numerically 

investigated for panels with stiffeners being part of a section with flanges. 

 
WP 4: Samples generation and post-weld treatment qualification 

Weld Procedure Qualification testing has been carried out to define the welding parameters for 

each set up for the small scale fatigue samples, in S690QL. Using these welding procedures, all 

small scale fatigue samples were generated (and parameters logged). Two different post-weld 

treatments have been carried out on these samples: Pneumatic Impact Treatment (PIT) as well as 

TIG (or GTAW) dressing. The first treatment results in a geometrical change, as well as 

introduction of compressive stresses (at the surface), the second one results in a geometrical 

change, but also a microstructural change.  

Welding of HSS Supralsim S690QL, both in a laboratory environment, and in a company workshop, 

has been found to be quite straightforward, with very limited preheat (only necessary for the 

thicker material). The time needed to carry out the post-weld heat treatment (in the industrial 

case) was very limited compared to the actual welding, inspection and repair time. 

For the different plate thicknesses, the temperature cycle during actual welding has been measured 

in different regions next to the welded joint. The differences in temperature cycle result in different 

microstructures, and therefore properties in this region. Of course, in a real welded joint this ‘Heat 

Affected Zone’ has changing microstructures and properties, over a small distance. In this project it 

has been shown that, by replicating the thermal cycle, as measured on the actual welded joint, it 

has been possible to recreate samples where material characteristics of a certain area of the heat 
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affected zone of the welded attachment can be obtained in a homogeneous zone of relative size 

(>10mm length). This method could be used for other applications (damage modelling, weld 

structure/properties modelling). 

For the Pneumatic Impact Treatment, different parameter settings have been used to investigate 

differences in hardness profiles/fatigue life results. Based on the dataset available it has not been 

possible to show any differences. Therefore, the original proposal to develop a ‘Post Welding 

Treatment Procedure’ has been abandoned, referral to the IIW recommendations for post 

treatment is given. 

Post mortem analyses of the fatigued – weld post treated specimens, has however shown that 

fatigue crack often starts in the treated area. This is something that needs to be analysed further, 

to see if improvements and/or adaptations of the treatments can avoid this.  

 

WP 5: Impact of bridge design 

Framework 

The main aim of this WP is to provide an appropriate methodology for the lifetime assessment of 

HSS bridges, from bridge construction to the end-of-life stage, taking into account structural, 

environmental and cost criteria. Divided in 4 steps this WP will perform researches for all the 

missing data related to HSS bridges then will cover systematically the difference between Design A, 

B and C of the studied bridge cases.  

WP 5.1 – Life cycle performance of HSS bridges  

WP 5.2 – Life cycle environmental analysis of HSS bridges  

WP 5.3 – Life cycle cost analysis of HSS bridges  

WP 5.4 – Application to case studies  

Principal Conclusions 

The following observations and conclusions were made from the lifecycle assessment of the 3 

bridges designed by GRID in WP1, from the construction, over the operation and maintenance 

stage, until the demolition at the end-of-life. 

Environmental outputs include emissions to air, water and soil. In this work, most of input and 

output data were collected from the professional database and extension database provided by the 

Gabi software. Considering the same impacts for the conventional and High-Strength Steel, LCA 

showed that Designs B & C, which make use of a high-strength steel - S690, caused on average 

22.5% and 29.2% less environmental impacts as compared to Design A that makes use of a 

conventional S355 steel grade. The use of longitudinal stiffeners, instead of vertical stiffeners, 

accompanied by post-weld treatments led to a significant reduction in the amount of steel required.  

With no LCI data available for HSS, sensitivity analysis was performed and an estimated 33 - 47% 

increment in impact factors for HSS were to be required for the latter two design equivalent to the 

first design in terms of environmental impacts. 

Despite being designed from HSS, design B registered costs practically the same as design A in the 

lifecycle cost analysis. Moreover, Design C was found to be 5.1% cheaper compared to design A. In 

terms of Social/user costs, 2.2% - 3.2% cheaper alternatives were made possible. 

Clear advantages had already been seen in the early stages of the design as a significantly reduced 

amount of steel is required when using high-strength steel. Reduction of the steel volume is 

achieved by using HSS. And even more reduction is possible by using longitudinal stiffeners in 

place of vertical ones. 

In summary, the following advantages were identified for high-strength steel: 

• LCA – Better environmental performance due to the reduction volume of steel required and 

subsequent reduction in weld volumes. 

• LCC – Cheaper as a result of the lighter structures achieved and the use of improved 

knowledge on the structural behaviour of HSS 
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• LCS – reduced user costs as a result of reduced maintenance operations comes as a direct 

result of reduced surface are of the steel that requires corrosion protection 

Possible Actions 

From the lifecycle environmental analysis point of view, it is therefore essential to explicitly 

consider the LCI impacts associated to welding in order to appropriately compare solutions using 

HSS. 

From the lifecycle costs analysis point of view it is therefore important to identify the costs 

associated with specific maintenance actions related to HSS solutions. 

From the lifecycle social analysis it is therefore essential to detail the duration of the erection and 

maintenance operations in terms of duration in a detailed way. 

 

WP 6: Result dissemination 

A webpage was implemented in the European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) web 

site (https://www.steelconstruct.com/site/) for the public dissemination of the main results of the 

research programme. 

A private part in this website was created for the organization of internal documents and project 

deliverables during the execution of the research programme. This private part can be accessed 

only by the partners of the project. 

A dedicated workshop was organized which gathered 29 specialized participants from different 

countries.  

The dissemination material (copy of the slides of the 10 presentations) was provided to the 170-

200 participants of Stahlbaukalendertag 2017 organized by Institute of Structural Design Stuttgart.  

During the department day of ArGEnCo, held on 2 May 2017, at ULiège, in Liège, Belgium, a poster 

summarising Optibri results has been presented. 

Currently the results of the project have been currently presented three time in international 

conferences and one time in a national conference. A new presentation is already planned about 

environmental impact. 

Publications in journals to large technical audience (Lastechniek – Metallurgie) will be submitted by 

BWI.  

Other scientific journals are foreseen to be submitted to international structural, material and 

environmental journals by the partners now that final Deliverables forced everybody to write the 

information in a structured way.  

The gathered knowledge will also be disseminated through PhD theses: A. Zizza (2016, Stuttgart) 

and S. Breunig, V. Pourostad, current PhD students of Prof. Kuhlman. The final application of C. 

Canales ULiège PhD could be based on OPTIBRI project, however this is not yet confirmed. What is 

sure is that further investigations of the fatigue behaviour of bridge details are on going through a 

Master thesis in ULiège.  

 

  

https://www.steelconstruct.com/site/
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2. Scientific and technical description of the results 

 

 
Objectives of the project 

1. to quantify by LCA, LCC and LCP the interest of using HSS in bridges  

2. to provide guidelines for optimal use of HSS in bridges  

3. to propose a HFMI post treatment qualification procedure of HSS welded joint  

4. to propose Eurocode modifications about fatigue assessment for HSS welded bridges  

5. to propose Eurocode modifications about buckling of multiaxially stressed plates 

 

 
WP 1: Design of Bridges 

WP 1.1: Design cases A B C  

The highway bridge studied is composed by a continuous plate girder steel concrete composite 

deck with 2x2 lanes and a total width of 21.5 m. The total length of the bridge is 360 m, with 3 

internal spans of 80 m and lateral spans of 60 m (Fig. 1.1). 

The bridge deck is designed for standard steel S355 (Design A, Fig. 1.2 and 1.3), and also for high-

strength steel S690 (Design B, Fig. 1.4 and 1.5, and Design C, Fig. 1.6 and 1.7). Design A using 

standard S355 (J2 or N/NL) steel grade and relying on present versions of the Eurocodes, while 

Design B uses HSS S690 (QL/QL1) and is based on present versions of the Eurocodes. Finally, 

Design C also uses HSS S690 (QL/QL1), but is supported by the fatigue tests performed by WP2, 

and on an enhanced verification approach for the buckling, proposed in WP3. Annex 1 includes 

three drawings with the detail definition of each solution. 

Deck steel design and its description are performed using European standards EN 1990, EN 1991, 

EN 1993 and EN 1994. Structural behaviour at ultimate limit states (ULS) is evaluated by finite 

frame element models, with due account for rheological effect from concrete. Construction stages 

are taken into account by superposition of results from the steel structure frame model, for the 

application of its own weight and the slab concrete weight; and the composite structure frame 

models with modular ratios for concrete, assessed for short-term actions, permanent actions and 

shrinkage effects (following EN 1994-2 [1]). 

Longitudinal safety verifications included namely: 

a) ULS – bending and shear girders resistance; 

b) SLS – stress limitations on structural steel, reinforcement and concrete slab; and 

c) ULS – fatigue of girders structural steel and stud connectors. 

Flange induced buckling and transverse stiffeners are also designed with EN 1993-1-5 [2]. Plate 

buckling of the webs near supports is a key issue when using HSS. Close intermediate transverse 

stiffeners are introduced in Design B to increase web shear buckling resistance, whereas Design C 

explored the benefits of using one strong trapezoidal longitudinal stiffener at the outside of each 

plate girder web, which proved to be a suitable design option.  
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Figure 1.1: Longitudinal view and deck cross-section with the highway platform data 
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Figure 1.2: Structural steel distribution for the main girder typical span for Design A with 

S355 NL 
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a) Plate girder cross-sections – support / mid-span 

b) T stiffener and cross-girders detailing – plan section and elevation 

 
Figure 1.3: Details of main girders and transverse stiffeners for Design A with S355 NL 
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Figure 1.4: Structural steel distribution for the main girder typical span for Design B with 

S690 QL 
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a) Plate girder cross-sections – support / mid-span  

b) T stiffener and cross-girders detailing – plan section and elevation 

 
Figure 1.5: Details of main girders and transverse stiffeners for Design B with S690 QL 
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Figure 1.6: Structural steel distribution for the main girder typical span for Design C with 

S690 Q 
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a) Plate girder cross-sections – support / mid-span  

b) T stiffener and cross-girders detailing – plan section and elevation 

 

Figure 1.7: Details of main girders and transverse stiffeners for Design C with S690 QL 

 
Execution scheme – The following construction phases have been adopted: 

1. installation of the steel structure of the deck ;  

2. on-site pouring of the concrete slab segments by casting them in a selected order: 

It is assumed in the design that the structural steel of the deck will be executed by incremental 

launching from one abutment to the other. The structural analysis of these construction stages was 

performed and it does not govern the design. 

The concrete slab may be casted on-site by segments in a selected order with a forming carriage 

running on the main girders. The slab is executed in 10.0 m length segments, eight segments by 

span, of which five at the mid-span will be concreted in the first passage of the forming carriage; 

the other segments located over the supports, will be casted at a later stage (Fig. 1.8). The self-

weight of the mobile formwork is estimated to be equivalent to a uniform load of 2 kN/m². 
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3 x 10.0 = 30.03 x 10.0 = 30.0

Typical span = 80.0 m

5 x 10.0 = 50.0

 

Figure 1.8: Distribution and order of concreting of the slab segments in a typical span 

 

The time taken to pour and prestress each slab segment is assessed at 4 days. The first day is for 

concreting, the second day to its hardening, the third day to prestressing and the fourth day to 

moving the falsework. In result, one may assume that the 36 segments slab can be completed in 

144 days. The non structural bridge equipment, such as waterproofing, asphalt, safe barriers and 

drainage system may be completed in about 45 days. This time schedule is adopted to estimate 

the age of concrete at time of loading, for creep effects calculations. 

It should be point out that a minor variation in these times during the construction phases has little 

influence on the values of the modular ratio and even less on the values of internal forces and 

moments obtained from the global analysis. Therefore, it was considered that the slab construction 

stages are not relevant for the main aim of the study, which is the comparison between different 

structural steel grades and potential competitiveness of the High Strength Steel (HSS) application 

to bridges. Therefore, the structural analysis in this design is made assuming the slab as 

completely casted at one single stage over the main girders. 

Materials – The following structural steels were considered for the three designs: 

 Design A – Steel S355 NL (EN 10025-3 [3]),  

 Designs B and C – Steel S690 QL (EN 10025-6 [4]). 

Both solution adopted a concrete slab made of concrete C35/45 (EN 1992-1 [5]) and reinforcement 

B500B (EN 10080 [6]). Head stud connectors S235 with tensile strength of 450 MPa in accordance 

with EN 13918 [7] and EN 1994-2 [1] are adopted in three designs. 

Actions – The following actions were considered for the design of the three deck solutions: 

 Steel self weight – the main girders weight is considered by using unit weight of structural 

steel as 77 kN/m3; Additional self-weight of stiffeners, connectors, cross-girders and other 

bracing elements is modelled by a uniform distributed load of 3.5 kN/m applied directly on 

each main girder. 

 Slab self weight – for a total width of 21.5 m and an average thickness of 0.32 m, slab 

weigh representing an applied uniform load of 86.0 kN/m per main girder. 

 Superimposed dead loads – including asphalt layer and waterproofing, safety barriers, and 

the drainage system, corresponds to a distributed load of 29.9 kN/m on each main girder. 

 Total shrinkage – corresponds to an axial slab deformation of 173.1x10-6 at traffic opening 

and 324.1x10-6 at infinite time. 

 Creep effect – is considered in the analysis by taking the appropriate modular ratio    for 

the concrete rendering the steel-concrete composite section into an equivalent steel 

section; values    = 6.2, 14.3 and 15.7 respectively for short term actions, shrinkage effect 

and superimposed dead loads action applied at an age of the concrete of 95 days. 

 Traffic loads – Load Model 1 is used for the global ULS and SLS longitudinal analysis 

according with EN 1991-2 [8], by adopting a Tandem System (TS) of 600+400+200 kN, 

and an Uniform Distributed Load (UDL) of 70.5 kN/m, both positioned longitudinally and 

transversally on the deck so as to achieve the most unfavourable effect for the studied 

main girder; Fatigue assessment of the bridge deck is made using the Load Model 3 of 
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EN 1991-2, being composed by four axles with a total weight of 480 kN and a second 

vehicle of 144 kN, distant 40m apart. 

 Thermal gradient – linear thermal gradients of TM,heat = 15C and TM,cool = –18C, 

between the top of the slab and the bottom of the girder, according with the approach 1 of 

EN 1991-1-5 [9]. 

WP 1.2: ULS analysis of HSS bridge (Design B)  

1.2.1 Bending resistance 

The flange widths and thickness of the main plate girders were first defined to achieve the required 

bending resistance. Then, span flanges were re-assessed based on fatigue requirements. The final 

main girders geometry is presented in Figs. 2 to 5, for standard steel S355 and HSS S690. 

Differently to Class 3 sections usually adopted in design of support sections, when using HSS the 

bottom flange and web at support sections are Class 4, due to the compact thickness required and 

the very low value of           = 0.584. Therefore, to take into account for local plate buckling 

effects by EN 1993-1-5 [2], effective width sections are used. Reduction factors   = 0.94 and 0.49 

respectively for support section compressed bottom flange and web are adopted. The design of the 

bottom flange nearby internal supports, further considers the reduction factor     =0.72 due to 

lateral torsional buckling. Even so, an important reduction of steel can be achieved on both flanges 

by using HSS S690. All deck sections can still be designed elastically, as confirmed by the results 

from Table 1.1 confirm. In fact, ULS bending resistance is not a critical design issue when using 

HSS 690. 

Table 1.1: Elastic bending resistance at support and mid-span deck cross-sections 

Mid-span section 
Design A 

S355 
Design B 

S690 
Design C 

S690 

{σEd / ( fyf /M0)} Bottom flange < 1 0.93 0.65 0.87 

Support section 
Design A 

S355 
Design B 

S690 
Design C 

S690 

{σEd / ( fyf /M0)} Effective bottom flange at support < 1 0.95 0.88 0.88 

{σEd / (    fyf /M1)} Eff. bottom flange at hw/2 from support < 1 0.92 0.97 0.97 

1.2.2 Shear resistance 

The shear resistance is evaluated using the effective width method presented in sections 4 to 7 of 

EN 1993-1-5 [2]. The shear resistance at support panels is attained only by the web contribution, 

since the flanges are completely used for bending. The web resistance is evaluated considering 

shear buckling. To increase the shear critical stress    , on Designs A and B closed spaced 

transverse stiffeners are adopted,  =2 m apart at support panels and  =4 m apart at mid-span 

region. However, Design C increased the spacing between transverse stiffeners to a constant value 

of  =4 m, and adopted a closed longitudinal stiffener at the outside of the web. This solution 

proved to be a better option for increasing the shear resistance when using HSS, as Table 1.2 

resumes the main results for the support panel. 

Additionally, (M,V) interaction is checked according to §7.1 of EN 1993-1-5 [2], at the web section 

located at min{ w/2; /2}=1 m from the support. When using HSS S690, it is possible to reduce 

the thickness of the webs from 26 mm to 20 mm, but the interaction (M,V) makes the support 

panels work at the limit, if consistently a unique safety coefficient     =1.1 is adopted, for both 

bending and shear resistances. 

1.2.3 Intermediate transverse stiffeners design  

Transverse stiffeners increase shear resistance, provide lateral supports to the web and to 

longitudinal stiffeners when they exist, carry concentrated transverse forces and together with 

cross-girders reduce distortional deformations of the deck cross-section. 
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Table 1.2: Elastic shear resistance at support panels 

Support section 

Design A 
S355 

Design B 
S690 

Design C 
S690 

hw x tw (mm2) 3580x26 3390x20 3390x20 

    (MPa) 211.6 127.9 146.4 

                 0.97 1.77 1.65 

w 0.86 0.56 0.58 

VEd/Vbw,Rd = VEd/ (w hw tw fyw / /   M1) 0.86 0.91 0.87 

(M/V) Interaction with  M1=1.1 No interaction 1.00 0.94 

 

One first survey used the same two types of intermediate HSS stiffeners as adopted in Design A – 

flat and T stiffeners (Fig. 1.3), but it was concluded that EN 1993-1-5 requirements for flat 

transverse stiffeners are very difficult to fulfil with HSS. Therefore, only T shape stiffeners were 

adopted in the Design B and C (Figs. 1.5 and 1.7). When checking the buckling resistance, stiffener 

cross-section is taken as the gross area comprising the stiffener plus a width of web plate equal to 

15     , which is smaller for the HSS due to the significant reduction of   and   . 

The intermediate transverse stiffeners are designed according to section 9 of EN 1993-1-5 [2], 

cheeking the following requirements: 

 Minimum stiffness for shear verification of the webs – by imposing a second moment of the 

area of a stiffener     higher than: 

This requirement is easily verified and does not demand very strong stiffeners. 

 Resistance requirement – verified with the axial force     imposed by the tension field 

action (and additionally the destabilising influence of web direct stress), and given by: 

where     is taken at the distance 0.5    from the edge of the panel with the largest shear force 

and       corresponds to the elastic shear buckling resistance of the web. 

This requirement is considerable more demanding for the intermediate single-sided HSS stiffeners, 

since slender webs are working with very high     , producing high eccentric axial forces       that 

should be taken into account in the beam-column verification of the stiffeners. 

 Safety to torsional buckling – design rules for open stiffeners assume that torsional 

buckling is completely prevented when loaded axially; thus EN 1993-1-5 provides the following 

general requirement that should be fulfilled for open T or L stiffeners with warping stiffness: 

          with     for flat stiffeners and     for torsional rigid stiffeners (1.3) 

where      is the elastic critical stress of a stiffener at torsional buckling. Out of the three criteria, 

this is the one governing the design, so when using HSS this condition was adopted replacing    

with the maximum actual stress         that occurs in the transverse stiffener under consideration 

[10]. 

Further Research – Presently, it is clear that axial forces considered in the intermediate stiffener 

verifications, resulting from the tension field model, are very conservative. In fact, the tension field 

model for the determination of web panels shear resistance was replaced by the rotated stress field 

in the current version of EN1993-1-5. 

                       
        

                         
  

(1.1) 

         
 

   
 
 
      

      

              (1.2) 
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In the last two decades several research studies with experimental work and/or numerical 

simulations have concluded that transverse stiffeners are predominantly loaded by bending induced 

by their restraint to web lateral deflection and not by in-plane tension field forces (Lee2003, Xie2003, 

Kim Yoon Duk2004, Presta2008, Sinur2012 [11–15]). Nevertheless, there is at present no established 

method to substitute the EN1993-1-5 method for transverse stiffeners design, based on numerical 

investigations and prototype experimental tests of high strength steel strength panels. 

According to the available test results and numerical simulations, Eq. (1.2) overestimates the 

average axial force installed at the stiffeners     (by a factor of 2), and therefore overestimates 

also the design of the stiffeners cross-section. Therefore, important savings can be achieved in the 

cross-section of the transverse stiffeners. The conclusion from Sinur’s work, which was focused in 

longitudinal and transverse stiffened panels, was taken to assess the potential reduction in stiffener 

weight of Design C. In their experimental tests, using steel grade S355 and transverse flat 

stiffeners, the force measured in the stiffeners from the prototype represented, at the limit, 56% of 

the force calculated according to EN1993-1-5 method. This percentage was applied to stiffeners 

design force     evaluated and a new design of the stiffeners was performed for Design C on Table 

1.3. 

Using this assumption, it was concluded that “T” stiffeners are only needed to link cross girders, 

8.0 m apart and to assure resistance to lateral buckling of the compressed bottom flange. 

Therefore, flat stiffeners would be sufficient for the remaining intermediate transverse stiffeners. 

These results lead to a 33% reduction in intermediate stiffeners weight. However, it should be 

noted that new test results should be added to verify the shear buckling behaviour of high strength 

stiffened panels, before extrapolating the available test results to HSS design, without further 

research. 

Table 1.3: Alternative geometrical definition of the transverse stiffeners of Design C 
adopting the proposition of Sinur 2012 [15] 

Support section 
Design A S355 

Design C  Design C + Sinur 

T Stiffeners (mm) 
web 335x15 330x15 

flange 435x25 350x20 

Flat stiffeners (mm) --- 250x35 

Intermediate transverse stiffeners weight (ton) 15.4 10.3 

structural steel weight ratio (kg/m2) 9.0 6.0 

1.2.4 Flange induced buckling 

When a girder is subjected to bending, the induced curvature (deformed shape of the girder) 

combined with the compression in the flange of area    and yielding stress     leads to a vertical 

force applied to the web plane. These flange vertical deviation forces introduce vertical 

compressive stresses into the web that can induce its buckling. The web buckling phenomenon is 

modeled as a column buckling of a vertical web stripe, ignoring the vertical transverse stiffeners. 

Assuming several assumptions a simplified web slenderness limit is proposed in section 8 of 

EN 1993-1-5, to prevent flange induced buckling of the web of area         : 

  
  

  
 

   
 
  
  

 (1.4) 

with        or 0.40 if elastic or plastic moment resistance is adopted. This criterion is not usually 

relevant for deck designs using S355 steel. However, when HSS S690 is adopted, the high 

deviation force given by       together with high web slenderness, makes this conservative limit 

much more difficult to fulfil. 

Therefore, the assumptions were reassessed: 

 It is assumed in eq. (1.4) that two identical flanges (with area   ) are entirely yielded when 

buckling occurs. However, for the case of a composite section with a concrete flange, the 
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substantial area and bending stiffness prevents a very localized buckling. The deviation force 

induced in the web is governed by the tensile force in the tension flange [16], with the actual 

installed stress     at ULS, much lower than     (as it was observed by ratios         on Table 

1.1); the same occurs in the bottom compressed flange over the supports, where     may also 

be substituted by     at ULS; 

 The I girder was originally considered symmetrical for calculating the radius of curvature in eq. 

(1.4); but composite decks have rarely symmetrical cross-sections, and the actual position of 

the neutral axis at ULS can be defined by      , being    the distance of the neutral axis to the 

flange where     is considered, and   the height of the steel girder; 

 Peak residual stresses of 0.5     in the flange due to web/flange welded joint are kept. 

Eq. (1.4) can therefore be written using an additional coefficient  , by: 

  
  

  
 

    
 
  
   

 with    
  

   
        

   
   and           (1.5) 

 

Table 1.4 presents the assessment of flange induced buckling of the web at mid-span and support 

panels, when using S355 and HSS S690, using eq. (1.4) and (1.5) with k=0.55. For HSS, at span 

sections, this improvement confirms the web slenderness is still under the limit, even without 

considering the contributions of the transverse stiffeners, while at support sections it is verified by 

a small margin, but several stiffeners exist over the supports and nearby. 

Table 1.4: Flange induced buckling of the webs at support and mid-span panels 

 Design A - S355 Design B / C - S690 

Panel Support Mid-span Support Mid-span 

Aw = hw x tw (mm2) 3580x26 3715x18 3390x20 3425x15 

Af = bf,eff x tf (mm2)  1500x120 1500x50 1230x70  1300x45 / 30 

  
  

  
 

   
 
  
   

 138<282  206<326  170 > 158  228 > 157  

     
--- --- 0.483 0.629 

          --- --- 0.88 0.65 

   
  

   
        

   

 --- --- 0.915 0.629 

  
  

  
 

    
 
  
   

 --- --- 170 < 173   228 < 250  

 

WP 1.3: SLS analysis of HSS bridge (Design B)  

1.3.1 Deflection 

The maximum in service deflections for the frequent value of the highway live loads, and the limit 

      imposed by SIA 260 [17] are resumed in Table 1.5. As usually occurs, this limitation is 

verified by far for highway bridges. 

Table 1. 5: Deflection for frequent highway live loads and SIA 260 limit 

Condition 
Design A S355 Design B S690 Design C S690 

                      49 mm (=  /1632) 
74 mm 

(=  /1081) 
90 mm (=  /889) 
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1.3.2 In service stresses 

Table 1.6 resumes the highest in service stress ratios obtained for the main girder. Due to the use 

of HSS, the ratios for Design B are lower that when using S355. In Design C, the additional 

reduction in the bottom flange thickness in the span sections implies higher stresses in service, 

which are close to Design A mid-span results. 

Concrete C35/45 and reinforcement B500B stress ratios are also low, as often occurs in composite 

steel-concrete decks. 

 

Table 1.6: Stress ratios in structural steel (              ), concrete slab             

           and slab reinforcement (                  

  Design A S355 Design B S690 Design C S690 

Section Support Mid-span Support Mid-span Support Mid-span 

Concrete slab / reinforcement 0.49 0.27 0.61 0.32 0.61 0.36 

Top flange 0.71 0.35 0.59 0.26 0.59 0.27 

Web 0.75 0.65 0.61 0.47 0.61 0.63 

Bottom flange 0.73 0.68 0.53 0.48 0.53 0.64 

1.3.3 Limitation of web breathing 

Table 1.7 resumes the maximum webs slenderness obtained and the limit     to avoid fatigue 

problems due to web breathing. As usually occur, this limitation is verified in all designs. 

Table 1.7: Limitation of web breathing in mid-span cross-sections 

Condition Design A S355 Design B S690 Design C S690 

        206 228 229 

 

WP 1.4: Fatigue in HSS bridge (Design B)  

1.4.1 Fatigue assessment using FLM3 

Fatigue assessment of steel girders is made according to the simplified approach proposed in the 

Eurocodes, adopting the Fatigue Load Model 3 (FLM3) and the damage equivalent factors. FLM3 

defined in EN 1991-2 [8] is composed by four axles with a total weight of 480 kN. A second vehicle 

also with four axles and total weight of 144 kN, travels at a distance not less than 40 m. FLM3 is 

located at the centre of the lane corresponding to the real heavy traffic lane, and the internal 

forces envelopes in the main girders are directly evaluated by loading the correspondent influence 

lines. 

For the definition of this model, the basic concept is to select a fatigue ‘single vehicle’ so that, 

assuming a conventional number of crossings of the bridge deck by this vehicle (2x106 per year for 

heavy vehicles at each slow lane for highways with 2 or more lanes per direction and high flow 

rates of lorries), and after a numerical adaptation with appropriate   factors, it leads to the same 

damage as the real traffic during the intended lifetime of the bridge. 

At each element under verification, the design value of the equivalent constant amplitude nominal 

stress ranges, resulting from the Load Model 3 crossing the bridge, is therefore compared to the 

corresponding detail category fatigue design value, as follows: 

     Δ       
    
   

                              (1.6) 

being: 
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Δ      equivalent constant amplitude stress range at 2x106 cycles; 

     fatigue detail category (FAT), related to fatigue strength of the each detail at 2x106 cycles; 

    =1  partial factor for equivalent constant amplitude stress ranges; 

     partial factor for fatigue strength; for safe life     = 1.35 - Table 3.1 of EN 1993-1-9 [18]; 

  damage equivalent factor, depending on the traffic composition, bridge span and design 

life. 

The equivalent constant stress ranges are obtained by Eq. (1.7) considering the most unfavourable 

design situation for each section. i.e. the main girder support section with the slab fully cracked, 

and span sections with the slab uncracked and composite short term properties: 

Δ                              (1.7) 

The damage equivalent factor is obtained from: 

                         
(1.8) 

Where    factors are calculated according to EN 1993.2, 9.5.2 [19]:  

    is the factor for the damage effect of traffic and depends on the critical length of the 

influence line. In road bridges with continuous spans up to L=80 m,    may be taken as: 

              
    

  
        for mid-span sections, 

              
    

  
        for support sections. 

    depends on the traffic type and volume and is obtained by     
   

  
 
    

  
 
 
  
= 1.224 with 

 N0 = 0.5x106 lorries per year and per slow lane; 

 Q0 = 480 kN (for FLM3); 

 Nobs = 2.0x106 lorries per year and per slow lane; 

       
     

 

   
 

 
  

= 445 kN, i.e. the mean weight of the heavy traffic from FLM4 for long 

distance traffic [20]. 

     
   

   
 
 
  
= 1.0 for the design live of the bridge    =100 years. 

    accounts for the effect of heavy vehicles on the other lanes; for a double girder deck with 

a large distance between girders    = 1.0. 

Therefore, the factor for the support and mid-span section are respectively                  

and                          . 

1.4.2 Critical details and FAT categories  

The fatigue strength corresponding to each relevant detail in the structural steel is presented in 

EN 1993-1-9 [18] for the most frequent situations as “detail categories”. Fig. 1.9 presents the 

typical details for this bridge deck. The main critical details, the correspondent FAT categories and 

the stress ranges obtained are identified in Table 1.8. It was decided not to adopt cope holes in 

longitudinal butt welded joints between the web and the flanges. This detail would be a FAT 71, 

very difficult to verify when using HSS. 

From the results presented in Table 1.8, the critical detail is the intermediate transverse stiffeners 

welded to the bottom flange. Therefore Design C adopted these welded joints treated, and 

according with the tests performed in WP2, the FAT increases considerable. Therefore, the 

following critical fatigue detail is at the bottom flange level is the FAT125, correspondent to the 

web to bottom flange longitudinal welded joint. 
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Figure 1.9: Typical FAT detail categories (Adapt. from [21]) 

 

Table 1.8: Fatigue assessment of the main girders welded joints using vehicle FLM3 and 
damage equivalent factors 

Detail FAT category Design A Design B Design C 

Top flange 
splices, with 
all welded 
joints ground 
flush to plate 
surface 

FAT 112 x geometric 
size effect for plate 
thickness superior to 

25 mm, given by  
  

   

 
 

Support section 
Mf Δ     =22.6<85MPa 

 
Span section 

Mf Δ     =25.7<105MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     =36.4<<102MPa 

 
Span section 

Mf Δ     = 28.9<<108MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     =36.4<<102MPa 

 
Span section 

Mf Δ     =28.9<<108MPa 

Bottom flange 
splices, with 
all welded 
joints ground 
flush to plate 
surface 

FAT 112 x geometric 
size effect for plate 
thickness superior to 

25 mm, given by  
  

   

 
 

Support section 
Mf Δ     =25.5<82MPa 

 
Span section 

Mf Δ     =57.4<98MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 < 91 MPa 

 
Span section 

Mf Δ     =77.8<100 MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 49.8<91MPa 

 
Span section 

Mf Δ     =103<108MPa 

Welded joint of 
transverse T 
stiffeners to the top 
flange  

FAT 56 for   > 100 

mm 

Support section 
Mf Δ     =22.6<56MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 36.4 < 56 MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 36.4<56MPa 

Welded joint of 
support T stiffener 
to the bottom 
flange 

FAT 56 for   > 100 

mm 

Support section 
Mf Δ     =25.5<56MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 < 56 MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 < 56 MPa 

Transverse 
stiffener welded 
joint to the 
bottom flange 

FAT 80 for   ≤ 

50 mm 

Span section 
Mf Δ     =57.4<80MPa 

Span section 
Mf Δ     = 77.8 < 80 MPa 

Span section 
Mf Δ     = 110.3<125MPa 

 with welded treatment 

Shear studs 
welded on the 
top flange 

FAT 80 
Support section 

Mf Δ     =22.6<<80MPa 
Support section 

Mf Δ     = 36.4 << 80 MPa 
Support section 

Mf Δ     = 36.4 << 80 MPa 

Cover plates 
on supports 
connecting the 
pot bearings 
to the girders 
bottom 
flanges 

Welded detail FAT40 
for cover plate 

thickness smaller 
that the bottom 

flange with t>50mm; 
or FAT 90 for 

connection with 
preloaded high 
strength bolts  

Support section 
Mf Δ     =25.5<40MPa 

or 
Mf Δ     =25.5<90MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 > 40 MPa 

or 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 < 90 MPa 

Support section 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 > 40 MPa 

or 
Mf Δ     = 49.8 < 90 MPa 
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As usually occurs in composite steel-concrete highway decks, the fatigue stress ranges are always 

verified at top flange level, since they are attached to the concrete slab. However fatigue 

assessment of bottom flange, which was not governing the Design A, is the major constraint for 

Designs B and C. In Design C, the weld treatment considered in the welded joint between the 

transverse stiffeners and the bottom flange of the main girders, has enabled higher stress ranges 

and thus a flange thickness reduction at span regions. Nevertheless, it is clear from Table 1.8 

results that fatigue issues are a major constraint to the use plate girders design with HSS S690. 

1.4.3 Brittle failure and welding 

The allowable plate thickness that avoids direct calculation of brittle fracture was defined, 

depending on the steel grade, according to EN 1993-1-10 [22]. It was concluded that with the 

reference temperature TEd = –30°C, very restrictive maximum thickness are allowed, according to 

the simplified procedure proposed in EN 1993-1-10, namely when using the S355 steel grade. 

In fact, S355 girders have plate thicknesses up to 120 mm, much higher that the limit of 92 mm 

obtained directly by Table 2.1 of EN 1993-1-10 [22] for steel grade NL and  Ed = 0.63   . The use 

of HSS S690 somehow solves this issue. It allows reducing  Ed to 0.53    and the plate thicknesses 

to 70 mm, almost in line with the 63 mm limit obtained by Table 2.1, if grade QL generally 

prescribed is replaced by QL1, for plate thickness higher than 50 mm. A more detailed verification, 

based on the fracture mechanics theory, shows that HSS S690 QL1 with 70 mm, at bottom flange-

transverse stiffener welded joint, respects the brittle failure requirements for TEd = –30°C. 

Full penetration welded joints requiring special welding procedures are identified in Fig. 1.10. The 

use of HSS thinner plates reduces the welding volumes of full penetration welding joints in about 

50%, which is quite significant it terms of production benefits. 

 

Figure 1.10: Typical plate girders full penetration welded joint details for:  
a) Design A – S355, and b) Design B – S690 

 

WP 1.5: General guidelines covering main issues to be considered for HSS bridges  

The comparative design was focused on a composite steel-concrete highway bridge composed by a 

continuous plate girder steel-concrete composite deck with 2x2 lanes and a total width of 21.5 m 

(total length of the bridge: 360 m, with 3 internal spans of 80 m and lateral spans of 60 m). 

The design of two bridge decks with the Eurocodes, one using standard S355 NL and the other 

HSS S690 QL (or QL1 for plate thickness higher than 50 mm), confirmed benefits in using HSS. 

Comparison between the three designs shows that the use of HSS enables a reduction of 25-30% 

of the steel weight compared to the standard plate girder deck in S355 NL. Table 1.9 presents the 

rations of steel weight for the three solutions. 
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Table 1.9: Comparative analysis – Structural steel average weight ratios (kg/m2) 

 

For design A, the average weight of the structural steel is 219 kg/m2, of which 186 kg/m2 are from 

flanges and webs of the main girders, and 33 kg/m2 are from cross-girders and stiffeners. 

Design B, allows for and important reduction of structural steel to 165 kg/m2, of which 123 kg/m2 

are from flanges and web of the main girders, and 42 kg/m2 are from cross-girders and stiffeners, 

that have been increased with respect the Design A. By comparing these values with Design A 

(with S355), a 25% reduction can be obtained in structural steel in the deck and a 34% reduction 

is found on main girders weight only. 

Design C, profits from the welded treatments of the welded joints at the bottom flange level, and a 

better design of the transverse and longitudinal stiffeners. In consequence, a further reduction of 

the average weight of the structural steel is attained to 149 kg/m2, of which 114 kg/m2 are from 

flanges and webs of the main girders, and 35 kg/m2 are from cross-girders and stiffeners. By 

comparing the steel weight obtained with Design B and Design C, a further reduction of 10% is 

obtained, 8% in the main girders steel weight and 17% in the cross-girders and stiffeners. 

Finally, the comparative design points out further important aspects: 

 The deck can be slender using HSS S690; 

 HSS allows the use of thinner plates but it is more susceptible to local buckling phenomena; 

 The use of closed longitudinal stiffeners is efficient to reduce web local buckling; 

 Brittle fracture is less dimensioning when using HSS; 

 A substantial cut on the volume of full penetration welding is obtained by using thinner plates; 

 Girders in HSS are much more prone to fatigue, that proves to be the main issue of the design 

together with the buckling phenomena; 

 Fatigue detail assessment of the twin plate girder deck shown the critical steel detail is the 

FAT80 occurring at the welded joints between the bottom flange and the transverse stiffeners; 

 The use of welded treatments of the critical welded joints increases this FAT category and 

allows for an additional reduction of steel at the bottom flanges of spans. 

 

 

WP 2: Fatigue study 

 

This fatigue study is based on an important experimental campaign testing small samples of 100 

mm to beams of 4 m long. The welded joints and their post treatment is an important focus of this 

research. The fatigue analysis is performed with the numerical simulations of the cyclic loadings 

using the F.E. code "Lagamine" [23] and the determination of the number of cycles at the crack 

initiation by the use of a post-processor: "PostLag_Dam" [24]. Both codes have been developed at 

the University of Liège (Materials and Solid Mechanics MSM /Research Unit UEE/Engineering 

school). These softwares are under the responsibility of A.M. Habraken and L. Duchêne, leaders of 

MSM team (http://www.uee.uliege.be/cms/c_2383455/en/lagamine).  

 

Structural steel weight  
Design A 

S355 

Design B 

S690 

Design C 

S690 

Reduction 

A-B (%) 

Reduction 

B-C (%) 

Reduction 

A-C (%) 

Total ratio of steel (kg/m2) 219 165 149 -25% -10% -32% 

Main girder sections (kg/m2) 186 123 114 -34% -8% -39% 

Cross-girders+stiffeners 

(kg/m2) 
33 42 35 +27% -17% +6% 
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WP 2.1: Experimental study on material specimens 

A testing campaign is performed to describe the mechanical and fatigue behaviours of the Base 
Material S690QL (BM), two representative Heat Affected Zones (HAZ1 and HAZ2) related to welded 
attachments (stiffeners-plates) and the Weld Metal (WM). 

The samples of BM are extracted out of 6 or 15 mm thick plates depending on their shape.  

The descriptions of the samples productions of HAZ1, HAZ2 and WM are detailed in WP 4.1. 

The applied thermal history on samples HAZ1 and HAZ2 is representative of HAZ appearing during 
transversal stiffeners welding on 25 mm and 40 mm plates respectively. The micro hardness and 
the grain size have been examined to define representative cooling rates and to produce samples 
able to reproduce the behaviour of the zones affected by the welding process. One goal of these 
two HAZ sample types is to check whether the plate thickness has an impact on the HAZ 
behaviour.  

The generation of the samples for the weld characterisation is explained in Fig. 2.1, where a groove 
is cut on a bulk sample of BM and is filled with WM. Then, samples are cut out the upper layer of 
the bulk sample with the WM localised in the central part. The final shape of these samples is 
adapted to analyse the behaviour of the WM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Method used to produce samples to test the behaviour of the weld metal 

 

Static mechanical experimental procedure 

Tensile tests in 1 or 3 directions, large tensile tests, shear and reverse shear (Bauschinger) tests 
(Fig. 2.2) are performed to study the mechanical behaviour of each material: the yield locus size 
and its hardening behaviour. Each test is repeated several times to verify its reproducibility and 
average curves are computed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Description of the mechanical tests performed to describe the material 

behaviour of S690QL, HAZ1, HAZ2 or WM  

The samples used for the tensile tests are classical (EN 10002-1). The ones used for the large 
tensile tests and the simple shear or reverse shear tests have a specific shape shown in Fig. 2.3. A 
speckle pattern is applied on the central surface of the samples and four 3D digital cameras 

combined to a numerical post processing are used to verify the homogeneity of the strain field in 
the central part of the pieces and to measure its value during the whole test. This method induces 
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a specific sample geometry. The experimental procedure, using the bi-axial machine developed by 
Flores, 2005 [25], presents the advantage of directly giving the stress-strain curves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Description of the samples for the large tensile (WM), shear and reverse 
shear tests (S690QL, HAZ1, HAZ2 and WM) 

 

Fatigue experimental procedure  

A vibrophore is used for the fatigue tests on all the small size samples, with a frequency in the 
range [100-150] Hz depending on the load of the machine. 

The frequency effect on fatigue tests was already studied by several authors, namely by Massonet 

[26] who observed an increase of 5% of the fatigue limit at zero mean stress on carbon steel at 
170 Hz compared to tests at low frequency. Chang et al. (2009) [27] showed the link between the 
yield stress, the ultimate tensile strain, the elongation with the strain rate on SM570-TMC steel. 
Lamarche (2009) [28] defined a formula to link the static and dynamic yield stresses of steel. This 
link has been deeply studied and calibrated in the RFCS project Hitubes (2012) [29] on HSS, 
TS590 steel which has the same level of yield stress as our S690QL steel. Their formula has been 
adapted and used to adjust the fatigue tests at high frequency and to define the equivalent stress 

range at 1 Hz: Δσ1Hz (Eq. 2.1).  

Δσ     
           

 

           
 
  Δσ      with c= 0.085; n= 0.19 (2.1) 

For all the experiments, the engineering stress formulation is used,            (axial load, F 

divided by the original section area, A0) with, for the notched specimens, the section area 
measured at the notch. 

Each test is performed up to rupture at constant stress range  σ   σ     σ    and stress ratio: 

   
    

    
  . 

Examples of geometries of smooth and notched samples are shown in Fig. 2.4 to Fig. 2.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Smooth sample of BM (S690QL) 
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Figure 2.5: Sample of BM (S690QL) with notch  

 

WP 2.2: Model identification (static mechanical and fatigue behaviour) 

Static mechanical model  

For the uniaxial and large tensile tests, the true stress/true strain formulation is required for any 
use in the F.E (Finite Element) code: "Lagamine" [23] software used in this study (Eqs. 2.2 and 
2.3). 

                  (2.2) 

                     (2.3) 

The elastic range is described by Hooke’s law. 

The Hill 48 law (Eq. 2.4) is used for the plastic part where σij are the stress tensor σ components 
and where σF is the yield stress. 

          
 

 
             

 
             

              
 
        

      
      

       
    (2.4) 

The isotropic hardening is described by the Voce formulation: (Eq. 2.5)  

                          (2.5) 

where σ0 or ε0, K and n are the material parameters and εpl is the equivalent plastic strain. 

When a mixed isotropic-kinematic hardening is used, the stress tensor σ (in Eq. 2.4) is replaced by 
(σ - X), where X is the back-stress tensor. The evolution of the back-stress is described by the 
Armstrong-Frederick formulation (Eq. 2.6). 

                
      

  
     (2.6) 

where CX is the back stress saturation rate and Xsat is the initial back stress saturation value. 

The inverse method "Optim" coupled with the F.E. code "Lagamine" [23] both developed at ULiège 
are used to identify the material data.  

A set of tests, sensitive to the data to adjust and representative of the material stress state of the 
process studied, is selected. We have, on one side, the experimental tests and, on the other side, 
the F.E simulations of the tests and their numerical results which are compared to the experimental 
curves. Then, the Levenberg Marquart minimization algorithm is used to iteratively adjust the 

material data until the numerical simulations are able to predict the experimental results with a 
sufficient accuracy. 

 

Static mechanical data 

The following tables 2.1 and 2.2 summarize all the mechanical data for each material with Hooke's, 
Hill's, Voce's and Armstrong-Frederick's laws and with identical data for HAZ1 and HAZ2 since no 

difference was observed. 

Fig. 2.6, left and right, shows the adequacy between the experiments and the numerical 
simulations of the tensile and shear tests and also the high tensile strength reached by HAZ. For 
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the WM, no experimental tensile curve is shown because it was replaced by large tensile tests for 
geometrical reasons.  

In Table 2.2, the distinction is made between the ultimate engineering and true stresses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Comparison of numerical - experimental tensile & shear tests on BM, HAZ and 

WM 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of material data chosen for the numerical simulations (unities: MPa, 
sec) 

Data for Hooke, Hill, Voce and Armstrong-Frederick laws (units: MPa, s)  

Material  

Elast. data 
Hooke  

Yield locus  
Hill 

Isotropic harden. 
Voce  

Kinem. harden. 
Arm.-Fred.  

E  ν  F  G  H  N=L=M  K  σ0  n  CX  Xsat  

BM  210 116  0.3  1  1  1  3.9  0  674  0  31.9  167  

HAZ1, HAZ2  210 000  0.3  1  1  1  4.45  371  827  511  52.5  152  

WM  210 000  0.3  1  1  1  3.2  241  531  285  42.6  218  

 

Table 2.2: Summary of ultimate tensile strength (MPa) 

 
σu,eng  σu,true  

BM  838 905 

HAZ1, HAZ2  1338 1424 

WM  1008 1101 

 

Fatigue model 

The multiaxial Lemaitre and Chaboche Fatigue Model (LCFM) [30] is used to describe the fatigue 

behaviour of the materials and to predict the number of cycle at rupture (Nf) for any stress ratio R, 
stress range Δσ, uniaxial stress state or tensorial stress state characterised by σHm and σeqmax (Eq. 
2.7 to Eq. 2.12). D is the damage scalar (0 for sound material, 1 for rupture) and N is the number 
of cycles. 

The material parameters are: the ultimate tensile strength σu (see Deliverable D2.1), the fatigue 
limit at null mean stress σl0, b, β, a and M0 with b= 1/σ  and a in the range [0; 1].  
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   σ          σ    (Sines' criterion) (2.10) 

       
        

 

σ   σ     
   (2.11) 

σ    
 

 
   

 

 
      σ       

 

 
   (2.12) 

where fD is the damage yield locus, AII is the second invariant of the amplitude of the deviator σ  of 

the stress tensor, AII
 
 is the fatigue limit, σ       and σ       are the maximum and minimum 

components of the deviatoric stress, σHm is the mean hydrostatic stress, σeqmax is the maximum Von 
Mises' stress per cycle and     = x if x > 0 else = 0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Volume averaged stress gradient method: elements with their integration 
point inside a sphere of radius Ra 

LCFM is combined with the volume averaged stress gradient method and becomes GLCFM when 
required. In this case, for each element, the variables computed at its integration point  

ip i are 

replaced by an average value  
ip

     computed from the surrounding elements having their integration 

point inside a sphere of radius Ra and its centre at the integration point (Eq. 2.13 and Fig. 2.7). 

         
         
     
   

   
     
   

 with            σ       σ     (2.13) 

 

Fatigue data 

Table 2.3 summarises the optimised data of GLCFM for small samples. A single set of material data 

is defined for HAZ1 and HAZ2 since the fatigue endurance is similar for both. 

 

Table 2. 3: Material data of GLCFM for small samples of BM (S690QL), HAZ, WM 

Material 
σU 

(Mpa) 
σl0  

(Mpa) 
b 
 

β 
 

a 
 

M0 
 

Ra 
(mm) 

a*(M0-β) 
 

BM 905.0 580.0 1.10 E-03 0.17 1 5.385 E+30 0.06 5.966E-06 

HAZ1, HAZ2  1424.0 428.4 7.02E-04 2.094 1 4.410E+05 0.06 1.516E-12 

WM 1101.0 319.4 9.08E-04 0.161 1 7.245E+32 0.00 5.182E-06 

 

WP 2.3: Fatigue experimental study on plates with welded transversal stiffeners 

Fatigue experimental procedure  

Here, the fatigue behaviour of medium-sized pieces, called "small case samples" (Fig. 2.8, left), 

intermediate cases between small samples used for the first fatigue characterisation and bridge 
connections, are studied. Simple plates and plates with welded stiffeners with or without post-

treatment applied to the weld toes are tested in fatigue (Fig. 2.8, right).  

Ra 

IP 
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Figure 2.8: Geometries of the small case samples with Ww= 235 mm, Wl= 1070 mm, 
Sth= 40mm (left) and loading (right)  

Several effects affecting the fatigue life and present in complex pieces are studied. In the first step, 
the comparison between small samples and simple plates shows the cumulative effects of the size, 
the surface roughness and the residual stresses due to the plate production. Here, the porosity 
hasn't any effect since no significant difference was measured on the samples. In the second step, 
the testing on the welded plates shows the effects of the stress concentration at the weld toes, the 
welding process modifying both the residual stress distribution and the material resistance at weld 

toes (heat affected zone). Finally, the effects of the post-treatment, PIT or TIG remelting, applied 
at the weld toes of some specimens is analysed. Here, no significant effect of the geometry was 
observed. Table 2.4 summarises all the cases tested. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and listed in 
Deliverable D2.2. A 2500 KN Schenck press has been used for all the experiments. 

 

Table 2.4: Parameters of the small case tests and effects studied - sizes in Annex 1, 
Table A.1.1. 

Case 
Post-

treatment 

Plate 
thick. 
(mm) 

Stiffen. 
thick. 
(mm) 

Stiffen. 
length 
(mm) 

Dist. 
to 

edge 

Stress ratio 
R 

Effect 

 
 Wt Stt Stw   

 
Plate No weld 25 - - - 0.1 No weld, no post-treat. // A 

A PIT 25 15 60  0.1,0.3,0.5 Reference case, 3R 

B PIT 15 15 60  0.1 Thickness ↘ // A 

E PIT 25 15 60 no 0.1 No edges dist. // A 

H PIT 40 15 60 no 0.1 Plate thickness ↗ // E 

C TIG rem. 15 15 60  0.1 TIG rem. effect // B 

D TIG rem. 25 15 60  0.1 TIG rem. effect // A 

F TIG rem. 25 15 40  0.1 Stiffeners length ↘ // D 

G TIG rem. 15 6 60  0.1 Stiffeners thickness ↘ // C 

I Nothing 15 15 60  0.1 No post-treatment // B 

 

 

 

Stt Sth 

Wl 
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 5
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Numerical model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Optimised mesh used for F.E. simulations with very small mesh size at the 

weld toe (0.1 mm), position of the load and typical cycle (the third one). 

The mesh of the model used for the numerical simulations of typical cycles (Fig. 2.9) and used to 
compute the numbers of cycles at the crack initiation for several stress ranges, has been 

optimised. The elements size is very small at the weld toe (0.1 mm) to avoid mesh dependent 
results and to take into account material changes (BM,HAZ,WM) and residual stresses. The load is 
applied on the web, in X direction and the stress ratio, R= σmin/σmax, is constant for all the 
simulations: 0.1.  

The residual stress fields were measured for two reasons: i) a better understanding of the 
efficiency of the post-treatment methods, ii) their implementation in the numerical models. They 

were measured by X-ray and also by neutron diffraction on welded plates, with and without post-
treatment for three different geometries, two positions (at mid-weld MW, at weld-edge WE), in 
longitudinal and transversal directions (respectively RD and TD), from the weld toe, up to a depth 
of 3 mm and up to a distance of 13 mm (Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11). In D2.2, a complete description 
of cases A to I (Table 2.4) and measured stress fields can be found. The stress profiles at the weld 
toe for the different cases (see Fig. 2.12, left) show the high beneficial effect of the PIT post-

treatment (cases A, B, E) by comparison with the other cases: without post-treatment (I) and with 

the Tig remelting post-treatment (C, D). 

The residual stress profile from the case E is applied on the developed FE model at the initial state 
since they have the same geometry. 

A post-processor is used to compute the number of fatigue cycles when the beginning of rupture 
appears for several stress ranges with Lemaitre and Chaboche fatigue model LCFM [30] combined 
with the volume averaged stress gradient method GLCFM (see model in WP2.2). 

An adjustment is applied on the fatigue data of the small samples to determine the fatigue data of 

the plates (Table 2.5), taking into account of the size effect and able to correctly predict the crack 
initiation of all the experiments (Fig. 2.12, right). 
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Figure 2.10: Specimen used to measure the residual stress profile, directions and 

location of the measurement section (left), measurement section: up to a depth of 3 mm 
and to a distance of 13 mm to the weld toe (right) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Residual stress by X-ray method, on the welded, PIT post-treated specimen, 

at mid-welded joint: in RD (left), in TD (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Comparison of residual stress distribution by X-ray method, in rolling 
direction and at weld toe and mid welded joint: with PIT post-treatment (A, B, E), with 

TIG remelting post-treatment (C, D) and without post-treatment (I) (left) and fatigue 

crack initiation from the experiments on PIT treated samples (A, B, E, H) and numerical 
prediction (Num_E) (right) 
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Table 2.5: Material data of GLCFM for fatigue analysis of welded specimens (small case 
samples) 

Material 
σU 

(Mpa) 
σl0  

(Mpa) 
b 
 

β 
 

a 
 

M0 
 

Ra 
(mm) 

a*(M0-β) 
 

BM-plate 905.0 203.0 1.10 E-03 0.17 1 5.385 E+30 0.06 5.966E-06 

HAZ-plate 1424.0 149.9 7.02E-04 2.094 1 4.410E+05 0.06 1.516E-12 

 

WP 2.4.a: Experimental tests on beams with transverse stiffeners 

The performance of small scale tests (around 1 m long, see WP2.2 and WP2.3) is easier in 
operation, faster and therefore much more economical than fatigue beam tests. So time-
consuming fatigue test series have been tested via “small” scale series. Nonetheless the small case 
test campaign cannot totally reflect the effect of the so-called size effect that reduces the fatigue 
resistance of the real bridge structures (multiple spans of 80 m long for instance). This size effect 
results of mainly three different aspects and is also known as plate thickness or component effect. 

The size effect for notched and smoothened fatigue details has already been investigated 
extensively regarding different aspects e.g. for differing plate thicknesses for welded attachments 
by Gurney,1991 [31] and regarding welded girders by Helms et al., 1989 [32] for the untreated, 
as-welded state.  

Dürr, 2006 [33] and Kuhlmann et al., 2006 [34] have already investigated the size effect between 

small scale tests and beam tests using HFMI (High Frequency Mechanical Impact) treatment on 
high strength steel S690 with welded transverse attachments. The weld toes of the transverse 

stiffener were improved by the HFMI-method UIT (Ultrasonic Impact Treatment). The conducted 
stress ratios were R = 0.5 and R = -1.0, whereas the girders with R = -1.0 led to no further 
assumptions due to a lower amount of results, for R = 0.5 the relation between girder and small 
scale tests could be quantified to be around 85 %, see Eq. 2.14. Table 2.6 compares the results of 
the conducted beam tests and the small case tests with R = 0.5 and N= number of tests. 

 
Table 2.6: Comparison of former beam test results from Dürr, 2006 [33] 

Literature Steel grade R N Type m Δσc, 50 % 
(MPa) 

Δσc (MPa) 

(Dürr, 2006) S690 0.5 7 (Beam) 
Girder 

5 151 121 

(Dürr, 2006) S690 0.5 14 Small scale 5 178 136 

 
                          

                       
  

         

         
          (2.14) 

Thus, according to Dürr, 2006 [33] the reduction considering the size effects using HFMI by 
applying UIT on the fillet welds connecting the transverse stiffener to the flange is around 15%. 
Since the beam tests of Dürr have been conducted under a stress ratio R = 0.5 and R = -1.0, the 
behaviour of the improved fatigue resistance with a variation of the mean stress ratio to R = 0.1 is 

still not known for the welded transverse attachment out of high strength steels.  

Consequently, one aim of the OptiBri-project was to identify the reduction of PIT-improved fillet 
welded joints of transverse stiffeners on large scale structures of high strength steels for R = 0.1. 
Therefore a huge test program consisting of material tests, small scale tests with differing plate 
thicknesses and conditions and beam tests has been generated, see previous chapters. Within 
seven cyclic 4-point bending beam tests this reduction due to size effects should be identified 
comparing the fatigue resistances of the small specimen series tested in WP2.3 to those beam 

tests.  

The test program consists of seven welded girder tests in sum with a welded transverse 
attachment in the mid span of the girder. In order to have a reference value for the unimproved 

as-welded state, there was one girder test planned without post-weld treatment. Six of the seven 
beam tests were treated with HFMI to show the improvement factor under the influence of the size 
effect, see Table 2.7. The fabrication and the welding procedure of the beam specimens were 

accompanied by the project partner BWI at the end of 2015 and are documented in Deliverable 
D4.3.  
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Table 2.7: Test program of beam tests 

State Number  

[-] 

Stress ratio R 

[-] 

Material 

As-welded (AW) 1 0.1 S690 

PIT-treated (PIT) 6 0.1 S690 

 

Post-weld treatment 

The tests have been PIT-treated by the PITec Company in Stuttgart. Therefore the same treatment 
parameters as for the small scale series SC_A have been used (see D 2.2). The treatment was 
conducted on both, the tensioned and compressed weld toes of the transverse stiffener so that 
knowledge of the improvement of the compressed flange weld toes could also be gained. Fig. 2.13 

shows which weld toes had been treated in case of the tensioned flange. 

During the testing process cracks appeared also on the longitudinal welded joint as a critical detail 
when the transverse attachment has been improved. So that in consequence the PIT treatment 
was also applied on the weld toes of the longitudinal welded joint at the tensioned flange for beam 
test T3. Within further tests, also cracks on the upper compressed longitudinal welded joint 
appeared, so that for the further test beams, the PIT-treatment was done on both weld toes of 

longitudinal welds, namely for the beam tests T4, T6 and T7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Position of treated weld toes Figure 2.14: Test setup of beam tests 

 

The 4-point-bending test setup mainly consisted of a test portal with two test cylinders, which were 

controlled servo-hydraulically with a maximum cyclic load capacity of 800 kN. The two supports 
were executed as pivot bearing in order to avoid constraints in the longitudinal direction of the 
beam. Due to the high applied loadings special bronze reinforced PTFE material was used inside the 
supports to reach a high durability in combination with a low friction. In the longitudinal direction 
there have been applied fixing points to avoid a slipping in the longitudinal direction of the beam in 
forms of angle sections with some bearing gap. Fig. 2.14 shows the test setup with its equipment. 

 

Test results of beam tests 

The expected failure mode of the beam test was supposed to be the weld toe failure at the PIT-

treated weld at the transverse stiffener on the bottom flange. However during the testing 
procedure other cracks appeared. Therefore the failure modes had to be identified by visual 
inspection of the failed tests. General information on crack surface inspection and detailed 

information and description of each crack surface of the girder can be found in D2.3. 
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Table 2.8: Results of tested beams 

 
Name 

 
State 

 
Location of PIT-

treatment 

Δσ  
[N/mm²] 

flange 
upper 
side 

Δσ  
[N/mm²] 

flange 
bottom 

side 

N  
[-] 

 
Crack location 

T1 PIT Stiffener 315 381 161.357 Bottom Flange BM 

T2 PIT Stiffener 200 242 620.740 Bottom Flange FP 

T3 PIT  
Stiffener, 

longitudinal bottom 
150 182 2.063.240 Upper Flange BM  

T4 PIT 
Stiffener, 

longitudinal both 
200 242 940.020 Bottom Flange FP 

T5 aw   200   429.250 Stiffener WT 

T6 PIT 
Stiffener, 

longitudinal both 
315   242.468 Stiffener WT 

T7 PIT 
Stiffener, 

longitudinal both 
200 242 1.169.436 Bottom Flange BM 

T1 PIT Stiffener 315 381 161.357 Bottom Flange BM 

BM = base material; FP = fixing point; WT = Weld toe, N= number of cycles at failure (crack of a 
length minimum over half flange width). 

An overview of the test results can be taken from Table 2.8. In addition to the overview in Table 

2.8 which gives the crack position by name, Fig. A2.1 in Annex 2 shows an overview of the crack 
position for each beam test in the longitudinal view. Figs. A2.2 to A2.7 in Annex 2 show the 
corresponding crack surfaces of all beam tests. According to this analysis, the three main failure 
modes were defined.  

Failure Mode 1: Weld toe failure at the weld connecting the transverse stiffener to the bottom 
flange 

Failure Mode 2: Crossing crack over the longitudinal fillet weld (bottom or upper) 

Failure Mode 3: Crossing crack over the longitudinal fillet weld induced from bottom flange side by 
fixing point. 

Each of these failure modes is represented by photos in the following Table 2.9. 

 

Table 2.9: Failure modes and corresponding signs in Figs. 2.15 , 2.16, 2.17. 

Sign Failure mode description Corresponding failure mode 
sketch 

Corresponding failure mode 
picture 

 

Failure mode 1: crack 
from weld toe of 

transverse stiffener 
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Failure mode 2 or 3: crack 
from base material (see 

Fig. 2.16) 
 

 

 

 

Used as minimum result 
for evaluation (see. Figure 

2.17) 

  

 

 

A comparison to test results on S355 girder tests and failure modes of steel profiles with transverse 
attachments can be seen in Breunig [34]. 

Evaluation and interpretation of test results  

The results are differentiated by their different failure modes in the S-N-diagrams, see Fig. 2.15, 
Fig. 2.16, Fig. 2.17. The corresponding failure modes have the same sign, to be able to interpret 
them. A dot means failure mode 1, squares stand for failure mode 2, diamonds are used as a 

minimum result, see Table 2.9. 

As-welded beam test result  

From Fig. 2.15 it can be seen that the achieved beam test result of the single as-welded beam is 
high compared to the fatigue resistance of the construction detail “transverse stiffener” according 
to EN 1993-1-9. Especially considering the scale effect of the beam test. This leads to the 

assumption that this high value for fatigue resistance might result from the combination of the use 

of S690 and the good quality of the weld and well-chosen welding parameters. It can be noticed, 
that the single as-welded beam test (green dot) reaches a fatigue resistance, which is even above 
the fatigue strength of the non-treated longitudinal welded joint 112 N/mm² and close to the 
fatigue detail of 125 N/mm². 

Also in comparison to the small scale test series I (Table 2.4) without post-treatment the high 
beam test resistance is striking. The small scale tests meet the fatigue resistance according to EN 
1993-1-9 rather well. In order to show the crack initiation Ni the point is given with a green dot 

and a red surrounding. Further information on this can be found in Deliverable D2.3 and Breunig 
[34]. 
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PIT-treated beam test results 

Due to the high improvement for the construction detail of the transverse stiffener the base 
material with a fatigue resistance of 160 N/mm² turned out to be the decisive detail category in 5 

of 6 girder tests. Cracks appeared crossing the longitudinal welded joint starting from the base 

material bottom side of the bottom flange. The crack surfaces clearly showed that the crack 
initiation was on the bottom side, where there is a higher stress level than on the upper side for 
the failure at the transverse stiffener. The different stress ranges for the different failure modes are 
considered in the S-N-diagram, see Fig. 2.16. 

Whereas the longitudinal welded attachment suffers from the same stress level, as the weld toe of 

the transverse stiffener, there was no failure of the longitudinal welded joint. Although the detail 
category for the longitudinal welded attachment can be estimated with Δσc around 112 N/mm² (EN 
1993-1-9) [18], since it is an automatically welded longitudinal weld connecting the web to the 
flanges, but with start and end positions. For none of the beam tests the cracks started from the 
longitudinal welds, so the fatigue resistance seemed to have been higher than 112 N/mm². The 
cracks from the base material, induced at the bottom flanges show resistances close to 160 
N/mm², see Fig. 2.16. 

In addition to Δσc = 112 N/mm² a choice of SN-curves according to (EN 1993-1-9) [18] is given to 
be compared to the beam test results, see different dashed lines and corresponding boxes with 
Δσc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15: S-N curve for as-welded beam test (aw) in comparison to small case as 
welded tests (Small scale I (aw)) (left) and  
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Figure 2.16: S-N curve for PIT-treated beam tests in comparison to EN 1993-1-9 fatigue 
resistance 

 

Interpretation of test results regarding HFMI-treatment 

In order to determine the fatigue resistance of the welded transverse stiffener after PIT treatment, 
the results of the failure in the base material can be used to define a minimum fatigue resistance. 

However it has to be emphasized that these are only minimum results and that there can be even 
more potential for the transverse stiffener detail. 

The evaluation of the test results was conducted within the linear regression analysis according to 
the Background Document (Sedlacek et al., 2007) [36] to EN 1993-1-9 [18].  

Generally the slope for the fatigue resistance of welded details is around 3, whereas the slope for 
HFMI-treated welded details is assumed to be around 5. In order to see the difference, the results 
have been evaluated with two different slopes.  

Fig. 2.17 shows the evaluation following the linear regression according to Background Document 
(Sedlacek et al., 2007) [36] of EN 1993-1-9 with a fixed slope of m = 5. Following the linear 
regression analysis the fatigue strength of the PIT-treated beam test results could be determined 
around Δσc = 134 N/mm² for 2 million cycles see black lines. Dashed lines represent the 95% 
survival probability and continuous line the mean value graph of test results. The evaluation with 
the variable slope of 3.2 and thus a steeper slope leads to a fatigue strength Δσc = 123 N/mm² for 
2 million cycles, see Fig. 2.17 blue lines, also dashed for 95% probability and continuous for 50 % 

probability.  
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Figure 2.17: S-N diagram with fatigue resistance for PIT-treated beam tests for 
transverse stiffener with a slope of m = 5.0 and free slope of m = 3.2 

Deliverable D2.3 gives further information on the fatigue resistance of the longitudinal welded 
joints. 

 

WP 2.4b: Numerical study on beams with transverse stiffeners 

Here, a new set of fatigue model parameters is defined to simulate the fatigue behaviour of large 
pieces, like beams (WP 2.4a). The geometry of the beam tests of WP 2.4a has a size which is 
similar to the bridge connections numerically studied in WP 2.5 and WP 2.6. The modified set of 

fatigue model parameters takes into account of a size factor and also the effect of the welding 
conditions (use of a robot for the small case samples and manual task for beam tests). This new 
data set present a reduction factor compared with the fatigue data of the small case samples (WP 
2.3). 

Note that the current fatigue numerical analysis of the beam tests and the bridge critical details 

(WP2.5) are done in parallel thanks to their similarities in size and in shape.  

From the numerical study on bridges (WP2.5) with a load applied on the main girder, it has been 

observed that the stress distribution in the main girder bottom flange, at a short distance from the 
stiffener (i.e. 40 mm), is almost uniform and is not affected by the asymmetry of the section. The 
longitudinal stress computed by the F.E. code corresponds to the stress obtained by classical 
formula of elasticity theory. In conclusion, both models of beams and bridge details can be 
simplified and include only the girder bottom flange, the stiffener and the welded attachment. 

The mesh of the model is very fine and similar to the mesh optimised in WP 2.3, for the fatigue 
analysis of the small case tests, with adjustment of the sizes of each parts.  

The residual stresses due to the plates production, the welding process and the PIT post-treatment, 
measured by X-ray and presented in WP2.3, are applied in the model at its initial state. 

The model is tested in fatigue bending with a constant amplitude and a stress ratio R= 0.1, like in 
the experimental procedure.  

 

Table 2.10: Material parameter data set of GLCFM model for fatigue analysis of beams, 

called BM-large-plate & HAZ-large-plate 

Material 
σU 

(Mpa) 
σl0  

(Mpa) 
b 
 

β 
 

a 
 

M0 
 

Ra 
(mm) 

a*(M0-β) 
 

BM-large 
plate 

905.0 203.0 1.10 E-03 0.159 1 5.385 E+30 0.06 1.299E-05 

HAZ-large 
plate 

1424.0 150 7.02E-04 1.965 1 4.410E+05 0.06 8.104E-12 
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The number of cycles at rupture initiation is compute by a post-processor using the Lemaitre and 
Chaboche fatigue model [30] combined with the volume averaged stress gradient method (see 
model in WP2.2). Based on a sensitivity analysis, the new sets of fatigue data, adapted to large 

plates, are defined for BM and HAZ large plates (Table 2.10) to accurately predict the crack 
initiation in the beams (Fig 2.18). Here, only a single result of the experiments could be used for 

the fatigue characterisation since, on the other specimens, the crack didn't initiate on a PIT post-
treated stiffener weld toe. However, these last results (called "Beam-Exp-No") could be used to 
show the zone where no crack did appear on the PIT treated welded joints and, finally, to validate 
the model showing an S-N curve with a slope m= 5 consistent with all the experiments on PIT 
post-treated welded joints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.18: Fatigue crack initiation: comparison of the test on the beam: "Beam-Exp", 
numerical predictions from the model of beam: "Beam-Num" and results of the 

experiments where no crack did appear at the stiffener weld toe: "Beam-Exp-No"  

 

WP 2.5: Application of the GLCFM model to bridge case design B and C 

Two designs are numerically studied: the Design B where the standard S355 steel grade is replaced 
by HSS S690QL steel and is based on the present versions of the Eurocodes and the Design C with 

the use of the same steel but based on the true material behaviour. 
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Figure 2.19: Forces applied at the free edge of the model and specific tensile stress 
(σref) on the upper surface of the bottom flange 

 

A first model representing the Design B is defined with the main girder and a T-stiffener (Fig. 
2.19). The effect of the transverse stiffener is neglected. Two materials are used in the model: the 
base material (BM) and the weld metal. The local effect of the transformation of BM to Heat 
Affected Zone is neglected for its low effect regarding the global stress distribution and its very low 
thickness (2mm) by comparison to the model size. On the contrary, the welded joints are all 

modelled for their impact on the model stiffness. 

The girder length is the half of the distance between two T-stiffeners. The dimensions of each 
parts, the description of materials behaviours and the boundary conditions are detailed in D2.6. 

A bending moment is applied on the girder (Fig. 2.19). 

Following observations in the beam testing campaign, the critical section is the weld toe of the 
stiffener. The numerical simulation of the loading shows that the stress distribution in the main 
girder bottom flange, at short distance to the stiffener (i.e. 40 mm), is almost uniform and is not 

affected by the asymmetry of the section and the presence of the stiffener. On this section, the 
longitudinal stress level computed by the F.E. code corresponds to the stress obtained by classical 
formula of elasticity theory (verified for different levels of stress). 

 

Conclusions of W.P. 2.5 

 The model of bridge critical detail to use for the prediction of the number of cycles at the crack 

initiation can be replaced by a sub-model comprising the girder bottom flange, the stiffener and 

the welded attachment only.  

 Since, the geometries of Designs B and C are similar except small variations in dimensions, the 

same conclusion can be extended to the Design C. 

 A sub-model, with a very fine mesh, representing the Design C will be used to predict the crack 

initiation in both Designs B and C and also to participate to the determination of SN curve of 

bridge critical detail in WP 2.6.  
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Mref
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WP 2.6: Application of the GLCFM model on typical welded connection detail  

The critical section of Design C (D1.4) is the welded joint between the T-stiffener and the girder 
bottom flange. The geometry of the numerical model can be simplified in agreement with the 
observations in WP 2.5, with a sub-model representing the zone close to the studied section, with 

the girder bottom flange, the stiffener and the welded attachment (Fig. 2.20).  

The geometry of the model and the boundary conditions are specified in D2.6. 

The static material data are specified in Table 2.1 and the fatigue data of the BM and HAZ large 
plates are summarised in Table 2.10.  

The model has a similar very fine mesh as the optimised one used for the "small case" specimens 
(see Deliverable D2.2) with very fine elements at the weld toe of the stiffener (0.1 mm) and with 
the transformation of the base material (BM) to heat affected zone (HAZ) near the welded joint. 

The residual stress field measured by X-ray on a PIT post-treated sample, near the weld toe of the 

stiffener, is applied on the model at the initial state and with verification that the stress state is 
stable before the application of the load. 

A cyclic bending moment with a constant amplitude is applied on the model. Three cycles are 
numerically simulated by F.E. method. From the stress history of the third cycle, the number of 
cycles at the crack initiation is computed by a post-processor. This procedure is repeated for 
several stress ranges Δσref = σref,max - σref,min, with the reference stress measured at the upper 
surface of the bottom flange and with a stress ratio R of 0.1. The fatigue S-N curve, shown in Fig. 

2.21, has a slope m= 5 and a stress range Δσi of 190 MPa at 2 million of cycles. 

At lower stress ranges (for example, Δσ= 80 MPa), the numerical model doesn't predict any 
damage at 2.E8 cycles. 

For all the stress ranges tested with the model (between 80 and 400 MPa), the crack appears in 
the HAZ and not in the BM. This is consistent with the observations on the beam test. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.20: Load applied at the model with a level defined from the distance to the 

neutral axis of the girder (left), cyclic loading and typical cycle (right) 
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Figure 2.21: Fatigue crack initiation: comparison of the test on the beam (Beam-Exp) and 

numerical predictions from the model of critical bridge detail (Bri-num) (left) and 
determination of the FAT curve defined by the numerical analysis and a slope m= 5 ) - 

see experimental results in Annexe 2, Tables A.2.1 

 

Conclusions of WP2  

From the important static and fatigue testing campaign on small specimens, the behaviours of BM, 
HAZ and WM have been first deeply studied aiming to the definition of the complex static material 
laws and their data and also the fatigue laws and data adapted to small size specimens.  

Then, from the whole fatigue testing procedure on plates and on welded plates, with several 
geometries, with and without post-treatment (PIT or TIG remelting), from the residual stress fields 
measured on welded post-treated specimens and from numerical analysis, a method has been 

developed to define new sets of fatigue material data for BM and HAZ plates. With this accurate 
description of the fatigue behaviours adapted to plates, the numerical model of a PIT post-treated 
welded connection subjected to axial loading as in the experiments, is able to predict the fatigue 
lifetime for any stress range and stress ratio, providing S-N curves for PIT post-treated welded 
detail with a size similar to the specimens tested here. Both the experimental results and the 
model show that the slope of the S-N curve and the FAT class are both higher than the categories 

of not post-treated specimens or post-treated by the TIG remelting process. Fig. 2 summarises all 
the S-N curves for small samples, plates, welded plates and welded post-treated plates showing 
each effect on the fatigue endurance and proving that the PIT post-treatment is clearly the most 
efficient post-process in term of fatigue endurance increase. 

From the experiments on the small cases A, it is clear that the stress ratio has also an impact on 
the FAT classes and on their slopes m which are both reduced when R increases (Fig. 2.22). 

Compared to the small scale tests with PIT post-treatment, the beam test results show a lower 

fatigue strength, which can be explicitly seen on the S-N-diagram, for the nominal stress range 
level of 315 N/mm² (Fig. 2.23). Since only one beam test did break on the welded post-treated 
joint between the girder bottom flange and the stiffener, it is difficult to determine the slope of the 
FAT curve for the beams but the same slope m=5 as the one of the small cases is consistent.  

Nonetheless, it is possible to identify a reduction factor due to size effects for the present test data 
by evaluating S-N curves with linear regressions and a fixed slope of m = 5 for small and beam 
tests. A reduction factor of 0.78 (=190/242) is defined for PIT-treated high strength steel welded 

joints with a stress ratio R= 0.1. 

A numerical model has been generated to describe the cyclic bending moment applied on the 
beams and to study the damage on the critical welded joint localised at mid-length, on the welded 
PIT post-treated connection between the stiffener and the bottom flange. The number of cycles at 
the crack initiation in the experiments are used to revised the fatigue material data and, by this 

way, to take into account of the size effect and the actual welding conditions. From this model 

associated to the new sets of fatigue data, the fatigue endurance limit is predicted for several 
stress ranges, showing that a slope m= 5 is perfectly adapted to describe the FAT classification.  

The fatigue data defined for the beams are used to finally study bridge details. The design C is 
studied here with, first, a global model useful to show that the T-stiffener doesn't affect the stress 
distribution near the weld toe and to prove that the geometry of the connection can be simplified 
and include the girder bottom flange, the stiffener and the welded attachment only. Then, with the 
use of a sub-model, the fatigue endurance is computed for several stress ranges, aiming to the 

definition of the FAT class of such detail in HSS bridge with PIT post-treated welded joint. Here, the 
FAT 190 class is once again defined with a slope m= 5.  
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Figure 2.22: : Fatigue tests results on S690QL PIT post-treated small cases specimens A 
for different stress ratios R and S-N curves with an adjusted slope m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.23: Fatigue tests results on S690QL PIT post-treated specimens: small cases 

("A", "B", "E", "H") and beams ("BE-break" for the beam with rupture and "Be-No" for 
the beams without rupture on the PIT treated welded joint) + S-N curves with a slope 

m=5 : FAT242 for small cases and FAT190 for beams 

 

WP 3. Buckling of multiaxial stressed plates 

Motivation 

Application of high strength steels such as S690 allows for more slender plates in bridge design 

than usual design with S355. As a result, plate buckling might get decisive for the ultimate load 
capacity of the cross-section. Since the cross-section is affected by several internal forces the 
plates are then stressed multiaxially.  

However, the design process of plated structures provided by the current state of (EN 1993-1-
5:2006) [2] does not provide reliable verification for multiaxially loaded plates. For instance the 
“effective width method” does not provide any possibility of checking plates subjected to biaxial 
loading and the “reduced stress method” does not allow taking into account tensile stresses and 

their positive effect on the buckling behaviour. Although, the positive effect of tensile stresses is 
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well known, it cannot be quantified since no investigation has been conducted in this field, neither 
for the case tension/compression nor tension/shear. 

The main objective of WP3 is to evaluate the influence of multiaxial stress states on the buckling 

behaviour of slender plates and to improve the existing design rules in order to count for the 

positive effect of tensile stresses. 

 

WP 3.1 Experimental study on multiaxially stressed plate panels 

Target 

Experimental investigations on unstiffened plates subjected to multiaxial stress states had been 

conducted, in order to study the effect of tensile stresses on the buckling behaviour. Existing 

experimental investigations are known only with uni-axial loading and biaxial compression. In order 

to investigate the buckling behaviour of slender plates subjected to multiaxial stress states, six 

large size tests were realized at the laboratory of the Material Testing Institute (MPA) in University 

of Stuttgart. 

Dimensions and test parameters  

For the experimental investigations simple isolated steel panels were regarded, which were loaded 

with tension (  ) in horizontal and with compression (  ) in vertical direction. 

In Table 3.1, the defined test parameters for the investigated plates are listed. The tests were done 

subdivided into two groups as “A” and “B”. The “A” tests were conducted on plates with a width of 

900 mm having a square test panel of 900 mm x 900 mm. The tension/compression ratio      

   also varied between 0, -0.25 and -0.5. The “B” tests were conducted on plates with a width of 

500 mm having a test panel of 1500 mm x 500 mm. The tension/compression ratio β varied 

between 0, -1.5 and -1.0. In each group β=0 (without tension) was investigated as a reference for 

the evaluation of the test results. 

The “B”-tests therefore had a panel aspect ratio of   
 

 
   which allowed for investigating the so 

called column-like buckling behaviour. The schematic representation of the test specimens and 

dimensions are demonstrated in Fig. 3.1 and the stress ratios         are summarized in Table 

3.1. In order to investigate different 
 

 
  ratios the plate dimensions a and b have been varied 

keeping the plate thickness constant as     mm, so that the same hinged lateral support could be 

used for all tests.  

 

Table 3.1: Test parameters as planned (S690), t= thickness, a and b: see Fig. 3.1. 

Geometry 
details 

Identification name 

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 

a [mm] 900 900 900 1500 1500 1500 

b [mm] 900 900 900 500 500 500 

  = a/b 1 1 1 3 3 3 

t [mm] 6 6 6 6 6 6 

b/t 150 150 150 83 83 83 

β = σz / σx 0 -0.25 -0.5 0 -1.5 -1.0 
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 Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the test specimens in groups A and B 

Material tests 

The tensile tests were conducted according to (DIN EN ISO 6892-1:2009) [37]. The dimensions of 

the specimens were defined according to shape ”E” of (DIN 50125:2009) [38]. In the notation the 

letters ”L” and ”Q” describe if the test specimen was extracted in longitudinal (”L”) or transverse 

(”Q”) direction of the plate.  

The results of tensile coupon tests are summarized in Table A3.2. The material curves of high 

strength steel do not exhibit a certain yield point in contrast to normal steel. Therefore, the yield 

point is set at 0.2% plastic strain of material curve and is indicated as        (DIN EN ISO 6892-

1:2009) [37]. To clarify the parameters, which are defined below and used in Table A3.2. 

  Failure strain (with a strain measuring device or directly on the specimen) 

   Plastic extensometer-strain at ultimate load 

    Total extensometer-strain at ultimate load 

   Total extensometer-strain at failure 

  Extensometer-strain 

    Slope of the elastic section of the stress/Extensometer-strain curve 

  Stress 

    Tensile strength 

Test Setup 

The test setup included a portal frame equipped with a hydraulic jack for introducing compression 

to the plate in transverse direction. Additional hydraulic jacks were arranged laterally for 

introducing tension stresses to the plate in the longitudinal direction and generating the desired 

multiaxial stress state. The latter mentioned hydraulic jacks were supported by special trestles as 

shown in Fig. 3.2. Furthermore lateral supports were arranged for the investigated plates. In order 

to have the desired hinged boundary conditions for the investigated plate, special supports were 

developed.  
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Figure 3.2:  Test setup 

Test Procedure 

The test specimens were preloaded with approximately 15% of the estimated ultimate load before 

the beginning of the "real" loading phase. The loading was applied displacement-controlled. The 

used displacement-rate was chosen as 0.005 mm/sec in order to have quasi static loading 

conditions. Every 50 kN the loading was stopped and the out-of-plane deformations were 

measured. After reaching the ultimate load the displacement rate was raised to 0.01 mm/sec and 

the out-of-plane measurements took place every 0.5 - 1.0 mm. 

As it was technically not possible to couple the hydraulic jacks to each other in order to apply the 

tensile force while introducing the compression force, the procedure was chosen as follows: first 

the tension increment was applied and then the respective compression increment. This allowed for 

an almost proportional load application with a constant 
  

  
- ratio.  

Experimental results 

Imperfections 

The measured initial imperfections are shown in Fig. A3.1 with reference to a x/y-plane, which is 

defined by the lower left and right point and the plane in the vertical direction. The absolute 

imperfection amplitudes vary from 2.4 mm to 4 mm being all in accordance to the allowable 

tolerances acc. to (EN 1090-2:2008) [39] (b/100). 

Test Results 

It is observed that the test series “A” a two half-wave failure mode develops. However, in the 

preliminary modelling, the failure modes for the Specimen “A1” under pure compression was 

observed as one half sinus wave, whereas for the multiaxially loaded plates subjected to tension 

and compression two half sinus waves came out. In the test, however, the results were different 

from what was expected. This difference has been then investigated in numerical recalculations of 

tests. At least for a ratio of β=-0.5 an increase of resistance can be recognised due to tension. 

Obviously for the test series “B” a one half-wave failure mode develops, as expected from the 

preliminary modelling of test series “B”. Acc. to (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] the plates are in the 

transition zone between the column-like and plate-like behaviour. From column-like behaviour can 

be understood that the longitudinal edges have little influence on the buckling behaviour of panels. 

From the comparison of failure modes of test series “B” it can be observed that a growth in the 

tension causes an increase in the effect of longitudinal edges and that the tension stress activates 

the membrane state of the panel. Therefore, it makes sense to consider the tension stress for the 

verification of panels. 

The curves are summarized in Fig. 3.3, which represent the compression force independent of the 

displacement in direction of compression.  
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Figure 3.3: Compression load-displacement diagram for test series A(left) and B(right) 

 

 

WP 3.2: Numerical parametric study on multiaxial stressed plate panels 

General 

The effect of tension stresses on the buckling behaviour was investigated by means of numerical 

simulations of the tests. The numerical models of the tests were verified by a comparison with 

experiments, in order to verify the procedure and the assumptions in the modelling. Furthermore, 

the test group A was simulated acc. to Annex C of (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] to investigate suitable 

imperfection shapes for the panels under tension and compression load. To investigate other 

boundary condition and parameter ranges, which are not covered by tests, a model has been 

developed. In this section the model is verified using the recalculation of buckling curves.  

Simulations of tests 

The numerical model of the whole plate was developed in ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes Simulia 

Corp:2011) [40]. For the definition of the material the mean values determined from the tension 

coupon tests were modified into true stress-stain acc. to Annex C, (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2]. The 

same boundary conditions as introduced in the experimental tests were simulated. The plates were 

meshed with 4 node shell elements “S4R”. The initial imperfections may significantly influence the 

behaviour of the structural elements. The measured initial imperfections were applied in the 

numerical model. Concerning the results of the modelling, it has been detected that along with 

initial geometrical imperfections, there is another aspect affecting the buckling shapes and ultimate 

loads: the imperfection in load introduction. This imperfection was also considered in the model. 

The results of the numerical simulations are compared with the test results by using a Load 

Proportionality Factor (LPF = σeq/fy), which is related to the yield strength, see Fig. 3.4. In Fig. 

A3.2 to Fig. A3.7 failure modes and the load-displacement curves of the tests and results of the 

numerical models are given. In the figures compression are shorted with “comp.” and tension with 

“ten.”. Even though the deformations of the test frame had been measured during the tests, it was 

practically not possible to measure the deformation at the supports of specimens and the load 

introduction devices. So, the numerical load displacement curve of the numerical model is shifted 

to compare load-displacement curves just before buckling, these curves are denoted as “FEM*”. 

The numerical results show a good agreement between the experiments and the results of the 

numerical calculation. Furthermore, the similarity of the buckling behaviour of the numerical model 

in comparison to the test results allows to consider the numerical model as validated. 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the LPF (Load Proportionality Factor) of tests and 
simulations 

 

In case of square panels subject to compression and tension stresses (Zizza:2016) [41] took the 

minimum ultimate load resulting from one, two and three half wave imperfection shapes as 

resistance of panels. Especially for panel with slenderness b/t = 150 and 250 transitions of the 

failure modes were observed by (Zizza:2016) [41] so that the failure shapes changed e.g. from a 

one-half wave to a three-half wave shape.  

To check this procedure, the square panels were recalculated acc. to (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] 

applying one, two and three half-wave imperfection shapes. Fig. 3.5 (left) shows the ultimate LPF 

(Load Proportionality Factor) for a panel with one half-wave imperfection against the test results. It 

can be observed that applying one half-wave imperfection for the panel under compression and 

tension stress may lead to unsafe results, while as shown in Fig. 3.5 (right) the minimum LPF 

gained from the models with one, two and three half-wave imperfection shapes (decisive) show a 

good agreement with the test results.  

The tension stress has not only positive influence on the ultimate load, but it can change the failure 

mode from one half-wave to more half-waves for a square panel. This was observed from the 

models acc. to Annex C, (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2]. However, in the specimen A1 which was 

expected to fail with one half-wave mode, the failure mode results were different. This difference 

was investigated and it was due to an extra imperfection in the load introduction as mentioned 

before. The out-of-plane deformations of both experimental tests and numerical simulations 

considering the imperfection in the load introduction for different phases of the load-displacement 

curve are illustrated in Fig. A3.2. The out-of-plane deformations measured during the test are 

shown above the load-displacement curve and the shapes below the curve are the corresponding 

out-of-plane deformation from the numerical model. It can be seen for specimen A1 in the test and 

model that the out-of-plane shape changed from one half-wave to two half-waves in both. 

Therefore, the test and the result of the numerical model are in a good agreement. The circled 

point in the curve is the point below the ultimate load, where the out-of-plane deformation of the 

panel changes similarly, in both the numerical model and the test results, from half wave shape to 

two half-wave. Furthermore, it can be concluded that square panels subjected to compression and 

tension stress may buckle with more half-waves as shown in Fig. A3.3 and Fig. A3.4 for test A2 

and A3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Comparison between results of the tests and simulation acc. to Annex C with 
one half-wave (left) and with the decisive half-wave (right) imperfection shape 
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Simulation of buckling curves 

The buckling curves have been established empirically, mainly based on tests with mild steel 

specimens. Recalculating the buckling curves for high strength steel provides the possibility to 

verify the numerical model and to investigate further influences on the buckling behaviour such as 

the effect of boundary conditions, and the amplitude of imperfections, which are not covered in the 

experiments. In order to study the buckling behaviour of panels made of high strength steel and to 

validate the numerical model for other cases, the buckling curves from (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] for 

high strength steel were recalculated, which for normal steel has already been done in several 

studies e.g. (Lindner und Rusch:2000) [42], (Braun:2010) [43] and (Zizza:2016) [41]. (Lindner 

und Rusch:2000) [42] investigated the imperfection amplitude and concluded that the Winter curve 

can be recalculated with a reduced amplitude b/420 without considering residual stresses. 

Additionally, the imperfection amplitude was set to b/200 according to (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] to 

study the effect of the amplitude on the ultimate load depending on the plate slenderness. Since 

eigenmode-affine imperfection shapes with reduced amplitudes (w0=b/420) and without residual 

stresses showed to give reliable results in (Braun:2010) [43] and for a square panel the difference 

between eigenmode and imperfection using sine function is negligible, the recalculation of the 

buckling curves was conducted for square panel using sine functions for the imperfection shape. 

Moreover, in the numerical model for recalculation of the buckling curves, different boundary 

conditions were investigated as well as the effects of imperfection amplitudes. Three different types 

of boundary conditions and different imperfection amplitudes were taken into account. The 

boundary conditions BC-A refer to a panel with hinged edges in which the unloaded edges are free 

to move in plane, i.e. unconstrained and the loaded edges should remain straight, i.e. constrained. 

BC-B is constrained in all edges and BC-C is unconstrained in all. Two amplitude values w0=b/200 

and w0=b/420 for boundary conditions BC-A, BC-B and BC-C were considered for the recalculation 

of buckling curves. For boundary condition BC-A it is visible that the Winter curve can be 

recalculated well with both imperfection amplitudes. For BC-B boundary conditions for stocky panel 

the numerical results show a good agreement with Winter curve, but with increasing slenderness 

the numerical results give higher results in comparison with the Winter curve. For the boundary 

condition BC-C, representing a plate with all four edges unconstrained, a good agreement with the 

buckling curve from Annex B of (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] can be observed.  

Since in the parametric study the panel subjected to direct stresses (bending and normal forces) 

and shear stresses are investigated, the recalculation of buckling curves for stress ratio   

             are performed, see Fig. 3.6. For these cases the boundary conditions BC-A is applied, 

since with this model the Winter curve can be recalculated and Winter curve is the main buckling 

curve for direct stress. The same model is used for the recalculation of shear buckling curve. As in 

(Zizza:2016) [41][41] shown to reduce the influence of the lateral edges on resistance the panel 

aspect ratio increases to     . The comparison of numerical results with the shear buckling curve 

acc. section 5 of EN 1993-1-5 is shown in Fig. 3.7. 

It can be seen that for higher slenderness the absolute values of the imperfection amplitude 

become less important. Moreover, it can be concluded that the amplitude has a large influence in 

the stocky to medium slenderness range.  

It is concluded that the numerical results match very well to the buckling curves with this model for 

different action stresses. Thus the model is verified and can be used for the parametric study.  
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a)                    b)          

 

 

c)      

Figure 3.6: Comparison of numerical recalculation of the buckling curves with EN 1993-
1-5 and DIN18800-3 (BC-A,    ,                ) 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Comparison of Numerical recalculation of the buckling curves with EN 1993-
1-5 (BC-A,    ) 
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WP 3.3: Evaluation of behaviour and development of design rules 

General 

A modification “V-factor” was proposed by (Zizza:2016) [41] for panels under tension and 

compression stress states. This proposal has been checked for high strength steel, since it was 

developed originally for the mild steel. For panels loaded with normal and shear (Sinur:2011) [44] 

showed that the effective width method does not consider the benefit of tension stresses and the 

effective width method leads to conservative results. For interaction of bending and shear stresses 

in this section a design method is proposed to consider the positive effect of tension stresses in the 

effective width method. 

Plate subjected to direct stresses  

According to (Zizza:2016) [41] the positive effect of tension stresses can be considered for 

calculation of the reduction factors, and the tension stresses should be applied in the verification 

equation. Additionally, a modification factor V for panel under tensile stress was proposed by Zizza. 

(Zizza:2016) [41] has shown that the basis for the calculation of reduction factors is the 

determination of the elastic critical buckling stress, which strongly depends on the plate geometry 

as well as the load situation. The elastic critical buckling stress can either be determined by 

analytical solutions from the differential equations of buckling of a plate loaded in its plane or by 

software tools such as EBPLate (CTICM:2013) [45]. (Zizza:2016) [41] investigated the effect of 

tension stresses on the determination of the elastic critical buckling stress and showed that the 

buckling coefficient    for several stress ratios depend on the panel aspect ratio  , see Fig. 3.8. The 

peaks for the linear bifurcation analysis in the determination of the buckling coefficient result from 

the non-continuously differential functions obtained for the solution of the differential equations. 

These peaks between the buckling modes affect directly the slenderness and therefore the 

resistance of the considered plate. With increasing tension ratio the peaks become more and more 

pronounced. (Zizza:2016) [41] recommend not to take the peaks into account while calculating the 

plate slenderness, as the effect is flattened out for high-grade non-linear calculations. Here it has 

been concluded, that the peaks should also be neglected for calculation of the reduction factors. 

 

Figure 3.8: Buckling coefficient kσ depending on the stress ratio β = σz/σx and panel 
aspect ratio         (Zizza:2016)  

 

The proposals of (Braun:2010) [43] and (Zizza:2016) [41][41] are summarised in Eq. 3.1.  

 
     

            
 

 

  
     

            
 

 

    
     

            
   

     
            

     
   

          
 

 

     (3.1) 

where: 

            If       and       are both compression (Braun:2010) [43] 
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      If       and/ or       are/is tension (Zizza:2016) [41] 

Current verification equation in sec.10 of (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] is the same equation as Eq. 3.1 

but without V factor and the positive effect of tension stresses should be neglected for calculation 

of panels subjected to compression and tension. The current design rule has been compared with 

the improved design rule by (Zizza:2016) [41] in case of panels subjected to tension and 

compression stresses, see Fig. A3.9 and Fig. A3.10. In the Figures the green curves show the 

results, considering the tension in the calculation of the reduction factors and in the verification 

equation without considering V factor. Furthermore, in these curves the peaks from the buckling 

coefficient have been taken into account.  

By comparing the results it can be seen that the improved design rule by (Zizza:2016) [41][41] 

matches well to numerical results and lead to more favourable and economic results in case of 

acting tension and compression stresses on the panel. The proposal is suitable to improve the 

design rule and for high strength steel.  

Plate subjected to shear and direct stresses  

Current design rules  

(EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] provides two methods for analytical calculation of panels subjected to the 

interaction of direct and shear stresses: “Effective Width Method” (EWM) and “Reduced Stress 

Method” (RSM).For verification of panels acc. to effective width method, each single internal force 

and moment should be met separately. In the next step the combination of acting forces should be 

taken into account by interaction expressions, which in sec. 7 of (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] are 

regulated. In this investigation following interaction expression is used based on section 7.1(5) of 

(EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] which replaced                by    according Eq. 3.3: 

 

                 (3.2) 

With: 

   
   

      
   

 
         

      

   

     
   

      
 

(3.3) 

 

In contrast to EWM, the reduction factors acc. to RSM are determined only with single panel 

slenderness and the stresses are checked with only one interaction verification expression.  

In the Fig. 3.9 to Fig. 3.12 the application of EWM and RSM are plotted. The investigation on plates 

subjected to tension and shear stresses using RSM method is in a good agreement with numerical 

results and the curves follow the numerical simulations, so that an enhancement of RSM for this 

case is not necessary. Application of the EWM leads to conservative results therefore, a new design 

procedure proposed to reach the more economic design. Though (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2] is one of 

the most advanced standards regarding plate buckling, the beneficial effect of tension stresses is 

not explicitly taken into account in the effective width method, even if those have a significant 

positive impact on the stability of panels. In Fig. 3.9 to Fig. 3.12 it can be seen that the results of 

EWM is conservative in comparison to RSM, in which the positive effects of tension are considered. 

In order to consider beneficial effects of tension stresses, an enhancement is proposed, see next 

section. The proposal deals with the resistance of panels subjected to shear combined with direct 

stresses.  

It should be mentioned that     for calculation of      acc. to RSM is determined with EBPlate 

program (CTICM:2013) [45] and the partial factors in this study were set to 1.0. 

 

Enhancement on effective width method  

This proposal relies on extensive parametric studies based on FE simulations of the verified model 

of unstiffened panel. It should be noted that just a sub-panel without flanges was simulated. As 

mentioned, in contrast to the reduced stress method the effective width method does not consider 
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the positive effect of tension stresses and the reduces the shear resistance in the same way as for 

compression stresses (Sinur:2011) [44]. In order to consider the beneficial effects of tension 

stresses following proposal in case of panels subjected to normal, bending and shear forces is 

made: 

 

If           and the stress ratio        the slenderness      may be taken the same      acc. to eq. 

(10.2) from section 10 of (EN 1993-1-5:2006). 

⇨            
      

   
  if           and the stress ratio         

where:  

  : Tension stress 

  : Compression stress 

    : Slenderness for calculation of shear buckling resistance 

    : Slenderness acc. to eq. (10.2) from section 10 of (EN 1993-1-5:2006) 

 

The resistance of panels should be determined according to the following interaction acc. to 7.1(5) 

: 

 

                 

with: 

   
   

      
   

 
         

      

   

     
   

      
 

 

 

The results obtained from this proposal and the current methods acc. to (EN 1993-1-5:2006) [2]for 

plates respectively with                are presented in Fig. 3.9 to Fig. 3.12. It can be observed 

that the ultimate load provided by the FEM simulations have good agreement with the values 

predicted by the proposal. 

It should be noted that in this study the maximum acting stresses of the numerical models were 

limited to the equivalent stresses (von Mises stresses).  

 

Statistical evaluation of the improved design rules 

The partial factors were determined for the proposed procedure in Sec. “Enhancement on effective 

width method” according to the method given in (EN 1990: 2002) [46], Annex D, which gives a 

procedure for the assessment of the characteristic and the design values. The same procedure 

suggested by (Zizza:2016) [41] is used and reported in detail in (Kuhlmann et al.:2018) [47]. The 

final partial factor are summarized in Table 3.2. It can be seen that the required partial factors 

justify using of        . 

 

Table 3.2: The partial factor     

                     

1.1106 1.0527 1.0345 1.0926 
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a)        b)        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c)         

Figure 3.9: Comparison between the results of the numerical calculation with the results 
of the current design rule EN 1993-1-5 and the improved design rule in case of panels 

subjected to bending-shear (Boundary condition BC-A           ) 
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c)         

Figure 3.10: Comparison between the results of the numerical calculation with the 
results of the current design rule EN 1993-1-5 and the improved design rule in case of 

panels subjected to bending-shear (Boundary condition BC-A          ) 
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a)        b)        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

c)         

Figure 3.11: Comparison between the results of the numerical calculation with the 
results of the current design rule EN 1993-1-5 and the improved design rule in case of 

panels subjected to bending-shear (Boundary condition BC-A        ) 
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c)          

Figure 3.12: Comparison between the results of the numerical calculation with the 
results of the current design rule EN 1993-1-5 and the improved design rule in case of 

panels subjected to bending-shear (Boundary condition BC-A            ) 
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Conclusions of WP3 

The influence of the tension stresses on the buckling behaviour can be seen on the out-of-panel 

deformations and on the ultimate load. The tension stresses may change the failure mode of a 

square panel from one half-wave into more half-waves. Furthermore, the results show that tensile 

stresses increase the buckling resistance of the panels. The proposal of (Zizza, 2016) [41][41] 

developed for mild steel is investigated for panels subjected to compression and tension in S690. It 

is concluded, that the proposal of (Zizza, 2016) [41] leads to good results for this case. It is 

concluded that considering the positive effect of tension stresses on the reduction factors, 

enhances the accuracy of the “reduced stress method” and leads to a more economic design of the 

panels, so at this point it seems reasonable to take into account tensile stresses in the design of 

multiaxially loaded plates. Application of reduced stress method for panels subjected to shear and 

direct stresses shows a good agreement with numerical results. In contrast to the reduced stress 

method the effective width method does not consider the positive effect of tension stresses and 

reduces the shear resistance in the same way as for compression stresses. In order to consider the 

beneficial effects of tension stresses a new proposal in case of panels subjected to normal, bending 

and shear forces is made and the proposal is statistically evaluated. 

However, the basis of this investigation is limited on unstiffened panels neglecting the load 

shedding with flanges, so that in future the effect of tension stresses should be further numerically 

investigated for panels with stiffeners being part of a section with flanges. 

 

 

WP 4: Samples generation and post-weld treatment qualification 

 
WP 4.1: Weld simulation, characterisation, generation of samples 

For 2 different cases (HAZ 1 – welding case A and HAZ 2 – welding case H) metallographic 

examinations of the cross sections have focussed on the exact HAZ structures. Figs. 4.1 to 4.3 

show the metallographic cross sections.. Starting from the left, one can distinguish the weld metal, 

the coarse grained HAZ (CG), the fine grained HAZ (FG) and the intercritical HAZ (IC) 

which runs out into the base material. The base material is fine grained. The most part of the heat 

affected zone is the coarse grained HAZ.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Welding Case A (HAZ 1) – detailed view of zone marked in bleu shown in Fig. 

4.2 (left) and Welding Case H (HAZ 2) – detailed view of zone marked in orange shown 
in Fig.4.3 (right) 
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Figure 4.2: Heat affected zone 1 of fillet weld case A – location indicated in Fig. 4.1 (left) 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Heat affected zone 1 of fillet weld case H – location indicated in Fig.4.1, right 

 

Based on these actual microstructures, and the obtained (micro)hardness measurements, it was 

decided to recreate full coarse grain heat affected zone specimens for further investigations for 

characterization.  

The weld simulations of HAZ1 (welding case A) were executed with a cooling rate of 4.4s (as 

measured on the real welding sample). The ones covering HAZ 2 (welding H), were executed with 

a cooling rate of 7 s. 

All tests for weld simulation are done on round trial samples, except for the Bauchinger test 

samples which are made of flat weld simulations. Weld simulations for round test samples are 

made on a Smitweld weld simulator (Fig. 4.4, left and right).  

The length of the homogenous simulated zone was measured to be 11 mm long by means of 

hardness measurements. Fig. 4.5 shows the hardness which is significantly higher in the centre of 

the test samples. Fig. 4.6 shows the location of the hardness indents. 
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Figure 4.4: Smitweld weld simulator (left) and Thermal cycle applied on sample (right) 

 

 
 
Figure 4.5: Hardness measurement on the material submitted to the physical simulation 

of the thermal history of HAZ 2, showing the homogeneous simulated zone of 11mm 

length 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6: Hardness traverse over the physical simulation of the thermal history of heat 

affected zone 2 - location of the hardness indents 

 
WP 4.2: Welding and post treatment of small scale fatigue tests 

All welded samples prepared for the project have been following the ‘EN ISO 15614-1 - 

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for metallic materials - Welding procedure test 

- Part 1 Arc and gas welding of steels for the welding procedure qualification’ standard. This 

standard refers to the required quality level for each possible weld imperfection. Most often quality 

level B is required. The WPS (Welding Procedure Specification) is given in annex 4.  

All welded joints in OPTIBRI project were welded by robot, to obtain a consistent weld quality, 

using MAG-welding (Metal Active Gas) of S690QL steel with different thicknesses and different 

stiffeners. Conventional filler material matching the strength of S690QL has been used. The 

optimisation process included metallographic testing to verify the quality, repeatability, geometrical 

aspects and microstructure. 

It was agreed with the material supplier that the preheat temperature can be low in case of 

welding in good conditions. The good conditions were achieved due to welding with low humidity 

and removal of scale on the material combined with cleaning of the welded plates. 20°C and 100°C 

are the preheating temperatures for respectively small scale tests on 25 mm plate and 40 mm 

plate (as defined by EN1011). 
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The filler material used for welding S690QL is solid MAG-wire “LNM MoNiVa” from Lincoln. The 

designation according the ISO standard is EN ISO 16834-A G69 4 M Mn3Ni1CrMo. The wire has 

mechanical properties that match with the base material S690QL. The datasheet of the filler 

material is added in annex 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Metallographic sections on 25 and 40 mm S690QL 

Fig. 4.7 shows the metallographic sections on 25 and 40 mm S690QL with a stiffener of 15 mm. 

The root shows good penetration and the weld toe radius is acceptable. The throat thickness is 5 

mm. This is acceptable according EN ISO 15614-1. 

To be able to define the exact cooling rate for the different welding set ups, measurements of T8/5 

were performed at multiple locations. Figs. 4.8 to 4.10 show the measurement setup, as well as 

the actual recordings on the 25 and 40 mm plate (40 mm plate was preheated to 100°C). 

Pneumatic impact treatment has been carried out as post-treatment process, to improve the 

fatigue life. For the treatment of the transverse stiffeners following parameters were used: 

- Air Pressure: 6 bars 

- Frequency: 90 Hz 

- Pin radius: 2 mm 

Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), has been used as a second post-treatment process, by re-

melting and smoothening the shape of the weld toe. The following parameters have been used: 

- Voltage: 11.0V 

- Current: 208A 

- Travel speed: 50mm/min 

- Heat input:  1.9kJ/mm 

- Shielding gas:  100% Ar 

- Electrode: WR2, diameter 2.4mm 

GTAW dressing was carried out by a robot, in order to exclude process variations during the 

treatment. Fig 4.11, left and right show the result of the dressing operation.  
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Figure 4.8: Overview where the t8/5 was measured 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: T8/5 for welding 25 mm S690QL without preheat 
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Figure 4.10: T8/5 for welding 40 mm S690QL preheated to 100°C 

 

 

Figure 4.11: GTAW dressed weld toe, 25mm (left) and GTAW dressed weld toe, 40mm 
(right) 

 
WP 4.3: Generation of beams with transverse stiffeners 

The BWI interacted with Ustutt and Industeel to define the exact geometry of the beams with 

transverse stiffeners. The capacity of the fatigue testing machine of UStutt (in terms of maximum 

force) and the machine dimensions were taken into account for the determination of the 

dimensions of the beams. The technical drawing is shown in annex 6. 
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The beams are welded by subcontractor Iemants, using the SAW welding process for the 

longitudinal weld, and MAG welding for the transverse stiffeners. (see Fig. 4.12) 

 
Figure 4.12:MAG welding on transverse stiffener, with weld imperfections where weds 

come together. (left) and SAW welding of the longitudinal weld (right) 

 
WP 4.4: Post weld treatment qualification 

 

For this work package post mortem analysis was carried out for a series of fatigue tested welded 
and post weld treated samples.  

Part of the samples for this part of the work have come from a different project, but the post-weld 

treatment was also via Pneumatic Impact Treatment. Table 4.1 shows the different PIT 
parameters, these were intentionally taken well beyond the supplier’s recommended parameters, 
to analyse the robustness of the process. The fatigue results obtained with these different 
parameters are shown in Fig. 4.13. 

 
Table 4.1: Conditions and different PIT parameters (on longitudinal stiffeners)  

Condition PIT parameters  

1 6 bar, 90 Hz, r=2mm 

2 6 bar, 90 Hz, r=4mm 

3 6 bar, 90 Hz, r=1.5mm 

4 6 bar, 120 Hz, r=2mm 

5 4 bar, 90 Hz, r=2mm 
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Figure 4.13: Fatigue results on S700MC. 10mm longitudinal stiffener, PIT treated.  

 

The different PIT parameters have resulted in very similar improvements in fatigue life, indicating 

that the technique is very robust, and that deviations from the recommended parameters do not 

affect the end result much.  

However, the post-mortem analysis on the OPTIBRI samples have shown that the fatigue crack 

often starts in the treatment zone (see example in Figs. 4.14 for PIT treatment, 4.15 for GTAW 

treatment). 
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Figure 4.14: Sample SCA1 (PIT treated), crack along the peening line, fracture of the 
plate started in the zone of post-weld treatment 

 

Figure 4.15: Sample SCC1 (GTAW treated), cracked at one side, going into the base 

material. Fracture of the plate started in the HAZ of GTAW treatment 

 

 

plate 

stiffenener 
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Conclusions of WP4 

It has been shown that, by replicating the thermal cycle, as measured on the actual welded joint, it 

has been possible to recreate samples where material characteristics of a certain area of the heat 

affected zone of the welded attachment can be obtained in a homogeneous zone of relative size 

(>10mm length). This method could be used for other applications (damage modelling, weld 

structure/properties modelling). 

Welding of HSS Supralsim S690QL, both in a laboratory environment, and in a company workshop, 

has been found to be quite straightforward, with very limited preheat (only necessary for the 

thicker material). The time needed to carry out the post-weld heat treatment (in the industrial 

case) was very limited compared to the actual welding procedure, inspection and repair time. 

However, it has been found, in the post-mortem analyses of the fatigued specimens, that the 

fatigue crack often does start in the treated area. This is something that needs to be analysed 

further, to see if improvements and/or adaptations of the treatments can avoid this.  

 

 
WP 5: Impact of bridge design 

The main aim of Work Package 5 is to provide an appropriate methodology for the lifetime 

assessment of High Strength Steel (HSS) bridges, from bridge construction to the end-of-life stage, 

taking into account structural, environmental and cost criteria. Divided in 4 steps this Work 

Package 5 will perform researches related to HSS bridges then will cover systematically the 

difference between Design A, B and C of the studied bridge cases, namely: 

 
WP 5.1: Life cycle performance (LCP) 

 To estimate the life cycle performance of HSS bridges by the definition of a deterioration 

curve for bridge structural performance, focussing on the fatigue behaviour;  

 To established an appropriate general maintenance plan for HSS bridges, in order to keep 

the bridge above the required condition over its life cycle. 

Since HSS bridges have a higher risk of fatigue problems in the girders, the life cycle performance 

analysis focuses on the fatigue behaviour. 

Over the bridge life cycle, the structure deteriorates and this is a critical aspect in lifetime analysis 

of bridges. Without proper maintenance, the condition of a bridge may reach an unacceptable 

condition level (Cf) long before the required service life (SL), as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 [48]. 

 

Figure 5.1: Structural behaviour over time [48] 

Therefore, a key point in this WP was to estimate the time the bridge needs to be intervened (i.e. 

to establish the trigger point for intervention) so that relative impacts due to the use of materials, 

traffic congestion and costs may be estimated. In this WP5.1 the general framework for life cycle 

assessment is described for the life cycle performance of the bridge from the structural 

perspective. As already referred, the focus is on the fatigue assessment of the bridge. A software 

tool was also developed for the assessment of bridges. 
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WP 5.2: Life cycle environmental assessment (LCA) 

 To establish the system boundaries for the life cycle analysis of HSS bridges;  

 To collect appropriate data for the environmental analysis; 

 To select the relevant environmental impact categories for life cycle assessment; 

 To identify the most critical processes over the life cycle of bridges and to propose 

strategies for further life cycle improvement. 

The evaluation of the environmental criteria over the life cycle follows the guidance from ISO 

standards ISO 14040 (2006) [49] and 14044 (2006) [50]. According to this set of standards, the 

evaluation comprehends four main steps, as represented in Fig. 5.2. However, in the proposed 

approach, two additional steps are added: normalization and weighting. These two steps are 

considered to be optional in ISO standards. Thus, the complete flowchart for the environmental life 

cycle analysis is represented in Fig. 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2: Scheme of the environmental life cycle analysis [50]  

The first step defines the main goal of the analysis and the boundaries of the stage, i.e., the 

processes that are included in the analysis. The collection of all data needed for the environmental 

analysis is done in the second step. This WP5.2 focuses on the impact assessment stage. The 

selected indicators are described and calculation methods are introduced for its evaluation. 

Normalisation and weighting are here considered as two procedures of the same goal. In a decision 

making process, taking any decision based only in the results of the impact assessment analysis is 

a very complex task. Normalisation is in itself a process of weighting, as the result of an impact 

category is compared with a reference value of the same impact category. By means of a 

normalisation process, the relative importance of each impact is therefore enhanced. However, the 

comparison between impact categories is not taken into account in a normalisation procedure. 

Thus, weighting is further introduced to fulfil this aim. As already referred, these two steps are 

considered optional and are not further addressed in this research. Finally, in the interpretation 

step, the results of the environmental analysis are reviewed and complementary analyses are 

performed to check the consistency of the results. 

 

WP 5.3: Life cycle cost (LCC) analysis of HSS bridges 

 To collect appropriate data for the life cycle cost analysis; 

 To develop a mathematical model to account for bridge deterioration and costs; 

 To identify the most critical processes over the life cycle of bridges and to propose for 

improvements. 

The lifecycle cost analysis (LCCA) has the same boundary system of the environmental analysis 

described in the previous chapter. Lifecycle cost calculations are based on data collected per unit 

process in the inventory stage.  

The costs to be considered in the life cycle analysis (Eq. 5.1) may be divided into three main 

groups: (i) the construction costs (CC), (ii) the operation costs (OC), and (iii) the end-of-life cost 

(EC), as expressed by: 

 ECOCCCLCCA   (5.1) 

where, OC includes the costs of maintenance and rehabilitation of the bridge over the service life; 

and EC includes the costs of demolition and disposal minus the residual value of the structure at 

the time of decommission. Each of these costs are described in the deliverables D5.1 and D5.4. 

Goal and 
scope 

Inventory 
analysis 

Impact 
assessment 

Normalisation 
and 

weigthing 
Interpretation 
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WP 5.4: Application to case studies 

 To apply the developed life cycle approach to the bridges analysed in WP1; 

 To highlight the advantages by the use of HSS in the lifetime performance of bridges. 

In this WP5.4 it is applied all previous models on the 3 bridge designs A, B and C established by 

GRID. Accurate application of the developed life cycle approach to the 3 bridges designed in WP1. 

The case studies will take into account the lifetime performance of the bridge, environmental and 

cost criteria. The results of the case studies will enable to identify the most critical processes in the 

lifetime behaviour of HSS bridges, contributing to the writing of design guidelines for optimal use of 

HSS bridges (see WP1.5). The results of this work package will also be used for the dissemination 

of the main achievements of the project. 

 

Principal Outputs 

Taken into account the activities developed in this Work Package 5, several deliverables were 

accomplish: 

 Deliverable D 5.1: Report on “A life cycle methodology applicable for HSS bridges” 

In this deliverable D5.1 the life cycle methodology to assess the performance of the bridge over its 

service life is described. The proposed approach enables to make the assessment of steel and/or 

composite bridges made from conventional steel grade and/or high strength steel grade. 

Furthermore, the proposed approach enables to compare different bridge solutions, i.e. bridges 

made from conventional steel and high strength steel, so that the advantages of the latter may be 

highlighted and promoted. 

 Deliverable D 5.2: Report on “Identification of main advantages of HSS bridge compared to 

classical bridge design and effect of using Eurocode or true material behaviour” 

This deliverable D5.2, summarizes the main advantages of the use of high strength steel in bridges 

based on the findings in WP 5.4. In WP 5.4, Lifecycle analysis was carried out on the 3 bridges 

designed by GRID in WP1, from the construction, over the operation and maintenance stage, until 

the demolition at the end-of-life. With the goal of identifying the possible advantages of using HSS, 

the same bridge was designed in three different ways: the first with conventional steel grade of 

S355 and the latter two in high strength steel of grade S690. Emphasis was placed on the steel 

structure as the rest of the system in all the three bridges the same in every case. 

 Deliverable D 5.3: Report on “General guidelines for the lifetime assessment of HSS” 

In this deliverable D5.3, general guidelines are provided for the lifetime assessment of High-

Strength Steel (HSS). The lifetime assessment of the bridges includes the environmental, cost and 

social aspects of the bridges. LCA was carried out on three bridges of the same configuration 

except differences in details and material grades in WP5.4.  

 Deliverable D 5.4: Report on “The comparison of Designs A, B and C through LCA, LCC, LCP 

analyses” 

This deliverable D5.4 focuses on the entire lifecycle of the 3 bridges designed by GRID in WP1, 

from the construction, over the operation and maintenance stage, until the demolition at the end-

of-life. The LCP of the bridges was considered in the design and is guaranteed by assuring that the 

fatigue life of structural details is sufficient enough to cover the full life span of the bridges. And 

the effect of corrosion is handled by providing sufficient inspection and maintenance of the 

protection layers as proposed in the standard maintenance scenario. 

 

Conclusions of WP5 

Given the lack of specific inventory data for high-strength steel, LCA was performed on the three 

bridges with two approaches. First, the analysis was carried out using the LCI obtained from GaBi 

(based on worldsteel data). This database of impacts does not differentiate between steel grades. 

Hence, the LCI for steel plates was used to assess the environmental impacts related to the three 

bridges. This assumes that the two steel grades share the same impact factors. Although this may 

not reflect exactly reality, the comparisons made with this assumption led to a reference case. 
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Given the mentioned assumption, it was found out that design options B and C cause 22.5% and 

29.2% less environmental impacts, respectively, as compared to design A . 

However, further sensitivity analyses were performed to gain additional confidence in the LCA. The 

sensitivity analysis was carried out by making the LCI for steel plates as a reference value 

representing the impacts of S355 steel production in a blast furnace. The impact factors of this 

reference steel plate were gradually increased in steps of 5% until the design options B and C 

reached the same LCA impacts as design option A, therefore investigating how much increase in 

the impact factors would be necessary to make the design options B and C, that were proven to be 

better in section, equally favourable as design A, the reference design, from the environmental 

point of view. The result was that bridge B and C would have the same environmental impact as 

design A only if HSS 690 steel would have 33.04% and 47.04% more impacts in every category, 

respectively, as compared to the reference, which was taken as S355. Since these increases are 

unrealistic, this clearly highlights the environmental advantages of using higher steel grades. 

In terms of LCC, It was observed that the bridge design B would practically cost the same as 

design A, seen from a holistic lifecycle cost point of view. However, design C that uses high 

strength steel girders with post-weld treatment and improved design specifications proved to be 

5.1% cheaper. A 7.6% reduced initial cost and 2.7% cheaper operation costs were calculated in 

design C as compared to design A. 

The costs incurred on the users of the bridge during maintenance of the bridge throughout the 

lifespan are studied in the LCS analysis. As a direct consequence of the reduced steel surface area 

in designs B and C, lower maintenance duration, thereby lower user costs were calculated. Designs 

B and C were found to be 2.2% and 3.2% cheaper alternatives as compared to design A, 

respectively. 

Clear advantages had already been seen in the early stages of the design as a significantly reduced 

amount of steel is required when using high-strength steel. Reduction of the steel volume is 

achieved by using HSS. And even more reduction is possible by using longitudinal stiffeners in 

place of vertical ones. 

In summary, the following advantages were identified for high-strength steel: 

 LCA – Better environmental performance due to the reduction volume of steel required and 

subsequent reduction in welded joint volumes. 

 LCC – Cheaper as a result of the lighter structures achieved and the use of improved 

knowledge on the structural behaviour of HSS 

 LCS – reduced user costs as a result of reduced maintenance operations comes as a direct 

result of reduced surface are of the steel that requires corrosion protection 

Clear advantages had already been seen in the early stages of the design as a significantly reduced 

amount of steel is required when using high-strength steel. Reduction of the steel volume is 

achieved  

The following paragraphs list the guidelines associated with the use of HSS as extracted from the 

experience gathered through the analysis done, organized according to the three dimensions of 

sustainability: environmental, economic and social. 

From the lifecycle environmental analysis point of view, the use of high-strength steel in bridges 

was found to be advantageous in that significantly reduced steel volume is required when using 

HSS. Given the higher resistance of the material, relatively smaller dimensions (thickness and 

width) of steel plates were required to carry an equivalent design load. Consequent to the 

reductions in size mentioned above, the welding volumes, particularly related to butt welded joints, 

were also reduced. This caused reduced impacts in electricity use and emissions related to welding 

consumables. Apart from the plate girders, the type and configuration of the stiffeners played an 

important role in achieving better performance. 

From the lifecycle costs analysis point of view, the relatively higher costs associated with the 

production of high-strength steel are well compensated by the reduction in steel volume. It was 

found out from the analyses made in WP5.4 that a bridge solution designed with high-strength 

steel can have practically the same LCC as those designed from conventional steel. Provided 

further refinement, it was proved that the HSS solution could even be cheaper. 
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From the lifecycle social analysis point of view, the user costs are usually associated with the 

maintenance operations carried out on a bridge throughout its service life. The fact that reduced 

sizes of plates can be achieved in using HSS has its own implication on the user costs. The lower 

the size of the structural steel, the lower the surface area that requires maintenance actions 

regarding corrosion protection layers in the operation stage of the bridge. This in turn reduces the 

number of days for maintenance which will pave a way to reduced user inconveniences and costs. 

In addition, for motor way bridges that cross highways, the smaller welded joint volumes achieved 

by using HSS will result in faster construction time thereby improving user convenience on the 

highway and lowering costs. 

 

 

WP 6: Result dissemination  

WP 6.1: Promotion of HSS  

The results of the research programme were presented and discussed in important organizations 

and/or for the steel sector (e.g. European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) and 

European Steel Technology Platform (ESTEP), in which the partners of the project are actively 

involved. 

Partners contributed for the publication of scientific papers in scientific journals and conferences 

namely: 14th International Conference on Fracture (ICF 14), 2017, Rhodes, Greece; German 

seminar on steel structures “Stahlbaukalendertag 2017”, Stuttgart, Germany; Eurosteel 2017, The 

8th European Conference on Steel and Composite Structures, 2017, Copenhagen, Denmark; 

National Congress on steel and composite structures CMM 2017, Coimbra, Portugal; Conference 

organised by BWI, 2017. 

 

WP 6.2: Implementation of a webpage  

A webpage was implemented in the European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) web 

site (https://www.steelconstruct.com/site/) for the public dissemination of the main results of the 

research programme. 

A private part in this website was created for the organization of internal documents and project 

deliverables during the execution of the research programme. This private part can be accessed 

only by the partners of the project. 

This web site publish news, international and national events organized by the partners, 

information and documents of the meetings, Partners, Members and documents. 

 

WP 6.3: Organisation of a European Seminar  

In order to disseminate the current state of the project and discuss the latest findings with 

interested designing engineers and scientific researchers a European seminar with the title “Design 

Guidelines for Optimal Use of HSS in Bridges” was organized. It took place at the University of 

Stuttgart in May 2017 and was thus mainly organized by project partner UStutt. 

The content of this disseminative OptiBri-Workshop was discussed with all project partners and 

fixed in the frame of project meeting in January 2017 in Coimbra.  

 

M. Habraken/University Liège:  

Opening and Project-Overview  

J. O. Pedro/GRID: 

Challenges and Benefits of High Strength Steel (HSS) in Highway Bridges  

P. Toussaint/Industeel: 

Usual Application of High Strength Steel (HSS) Plates with Focus on S690  

https://www.steelconstruct.com/site/
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T. Baaten/Belgian Welding Institute: 

Welding and Post-Weld Treatments of High Strength Steel (HSS) Joints  

C. Bouffioux/University Liège: 

Characterization of Fatigue Behavior, from Material Science to Civil Engineering Applications  

S. Breunig/University of Stuttgart: 

Categorization of Fatigue Details in View of Post-Weld Treatments  

V. Pourostad/University of Stuttgart: 

Buckling Behavior of Slender Plates under Multiaxial Stresses  

C. Baptista /GRID: 

Improved Bridge Design by Use of High Strength Steel (HSS) with OPTIBRI Developments  

C. Rigueiro/University Coimbra: 

 Comparative Life-Time Assessment of the Use of High Strength Steel (HSS) in Bridges  

M. Habraken/University Liège: 

Conclusions and Closure 

 

Therefore every project partner prepared a presentation and a corresponding handout concerning 

its latest results. The presentations and handouts were collected, printed and were used as seminar 

documents and spread to the participants in form of a ring binder. 

The invitation in form of a seminar flyer (see Fig. 6.1) was sent by all project partners to possible 

interested engineers of industry, universities and building authorities. In sum 29 participants took 

part, so that a small but specialised audience came together. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Seminar flyer 

Besides the distribution to the OptiBri-Workshop participants, the seminar documents were spread 

within a German seminar organized by the Institute of Structural Design. The 

“Stahlbaukalendertag” is a seminary day, where the content of the present “Stahlbaukalender” are 

presented by the main-authors. This seminar addresses mainly German engineers, which are 

interested in latest developments in guidelines and latest research results on steel structures. This 

year, 2017 there were 170 to 200 participants. 
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Exploitation and impact of the research results   

The project confirms the possibility of decreasing the amount of steel volume by using HSS in 

bridges, even without enhanced Eurocode. In case of improved Eurocode, the advantages are 

increased. Note that both the environmental and the cost aspects have been demonstrated. 

Due to partners involvement within Eurocode definitions, the project results will be proposed within 

the related expert committees. 

Simões da Silva (UC) and Prof. KUHLMANN (USTUTT) are very active within Portuguese Association 

for Steel and Composite Construction, the Technical Management Board of ECCS, the TC8 

“Stability”, TC10 “Connections” of ECCS, TC14 “Sustainability & Eco-Efficiency of Steel 

Construction”, Eurocode 3 - Steel Structures and National Portuguese Annexes of EN1993-1 and 2, 

CEN/TC250 SC3 Steel Structures, TC6 “fatigue” and TC11 “composite structures” of ECCS. 

The dissemination of results has already begun through a dedicated seminar, conferences, journal 

publications, PhD dissertations are foreseen and will go on. 
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5. Acronyms and abbreviations 

 

 BM: Base Material  

 EIO-LCA: Environmental Input-Output Life Cycle Assessment 

 FEM: Finite Element Method 

 GLCFM: Gradient Lemaître & Chaboche Fatigue Model 

 HAZ: Heat Affected Zone  

 HFMI: High Frequency Mechanical Impact 

 HSS: High Strength Steel 

 IIW: International Institute of Welding 

 LCA: Life Cycle environmental assessment 

 LCC: Life Cycle Cost 

 LCP: Life Cycle Performance 

 LCS: Life Cycle Society 

 LTT: Low Transformation Temperature 

 PFM: Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics 

 PIT Pneumatic Impact Treatment 

 UIT: Ultrasonic Impact Treatment 

 ULS: Ultimate Limit State 

 SLS: Serviceability Limit State 

 WM: Weld Metal  

 TIG: Tungsten Inert Gas – used for TIG dressing 

 UC: University of Coimbra 

 ULiège: University of Liège (Previously called ULg) 

 UStutt: University of Stuttgart 
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7. Appendices  

 

Annex 1: Geometries of the small case specimens 

 

Table A.1.1: Plates and welded plates called "small cases"- dimensions (mm) 

  
Plate Stiffeners 

Case Post-tr. Wt Wm Ww Wl 

 

R 

 

Lc 

 

Lt 

 

La Stt Stw Sth 

Plate - 25 135 235 1070 700 60 260 245 - - - 

A PIT 25 135 235 1070 700 60 260 245 15 60 40 

B PIT 15 105 235 1070 600 60 272 233 15 60 40 

E PIT 25 60 235 1070 400 60 250 255 15 60 40 

H PIT 40 60 235 1070 400 60 250 255 15 60 40 

C TIG R. 15 105 235 1070 600 60 272 233 15 60 40 

D TIG R. 25 135 235 1070 700 60 260 245 15 60 40 

F TIG R. 25 115 235 1070 600 60 262 243 15 40 40 

G TIG R. 15 105 235 1070 600 60 272 233 6 60 40 

I No 15 105 235 1070 600 60 272 233 15 60 40 
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Annex 2: Beam tests 

 

 

Figure A2.1: Overview of position of cracks at the beams T1 to T7 

  

A B

A BT1

T2

A BT3

A BT4

A BT5

A BT6

A BT7
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Figure A2.2: Crack surface - Specimen T1 

 

 

Figure A2.3: Crack surface – Specimen T2 

 

Figure A2.4: Crack surface – Specimen T4 

 

 

Figure A2.5: Crack surface – Specimen T5 
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Figure A2.6: Crack surface – Specimen T6 

 

 

Figure A2.7: Crack surface – Specimen T7 
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Annex 3: WP 3. Buckling of multiaxially stressed plates 

 

Table A3.1. Results of tensile coupon tests 

Tests Name Rp0.2 ɛp0.2 Rm E-Modul Lu Ag Agt A At 

  [MPa] [%] [MPa] [MPa] [mm] [%] [%] [%] [%] 

1 Q1 729.8 0.56 783.2 206346 71.50 1.12 1.50 6.39 6.67 

2 Q2 745.4 0.57 812.4 205392 70.40 3.13 3.53 6.37 6.63 

3 L1 717.9 0.56 805.7 199740 70.50 3.15 3.55 6.39 6.65 

4 L2 718.8 0.56 808.9 197265 71.30 3.41 3.82 7.24 7.48 

5 G37L 723.5 0.56 815.0 200275 69.90 5.22 5.62 11.07 11.34 

6 G37Q 753.8 0.56 824.6 208558 69.90 - - - - 

 

 

   

A1 A2 A3 

   

B1 B2 B3  

Figure A3.1. Initial imperfections of specimens 
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Test 

 
Simulation 

Figure A3.2. Results for test series A- Specimen A1 

 

 

 

Test 

 
Simulation 

Figure A3.3. Results for test series A- Specimen A2 

 

 

 

Test 

 
Simulation 

Figure A3.4. Results for test series A- Specimen A3 
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Test 

 
Simulation 

Figure A3.5. Results for test series B- Specimen B1 

 

 

 

Test 

 
Simulation 

Figure A3.6. Results for test series B- Specimen B2 

 

 

 

Test 

 
Simulation 

Figure A3.7. Results for test series B- Specimen B3 
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a) BC-A b) BC-B 

 

 

c) BC-C 

 

Figure A3.8. Numerical recalculation of the buckling curves acc. to EN 1993-1-5 for direct stress 

for different boundary conditions (   ) 
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a) b/t=30 b) b/t=45 

  
c) b/t=65 d) b/t=100 

 

 

 

Figure A3.9. Comparison between the numerical calculation with the results of the current design 

rule EN 1993-1-5 and the improved design rule in case of panels subjected to compression-

tension (Boundary condition BC-A: all edges hinged, loaded edges constrained and unloaded 

edges unconstrained; α=1; using reduction curve acc. to sec. 4 for ρc,x and reduction curve acc. 

to Annex B for ρc,z) 
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a) b/t=30 b) b/t=45 

  
c) b/t=65 d) b/t=100 

 

 

 

Figure A3.10. Comparison between the numerical calculation with the results of the current 

design rule EN 1993-1-5 and the improved design rule in case of panels subjected to 

compression-tension (Boundary condition BC-C: all edges hinged and free to move in plane; 

α=1; using reduction curve acc. to Annex B for ρc,x and ρc,z) 
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Annex 4: WPS used for the samples generation, 40 and 25mm 
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Annex 5: Datasheet filler metal 
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Annex 6 – Technical drawing of full beam 
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Annex 7 – Drawings of Design solutions A, B and C 

 

 

 

 

See hereafter 
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The project aims to generate guide lines for welded 

bridges using High Strength Steel. The quantification of 

the advantage of using HSS within bridges is performed 

on a 21.5 m wide highway bridge, with a typical 80 m 

long inner span and a composite steel-concrete twin 

plate girder deck. It presents clear fatigue and stability 

issues. An extensive experimental and numerical 

campaign of fatigue on HSS samples, welded plates and 

welded beams as well as an experimental and numerical 

study of multiaxial stressed plates allow a better 

understanding of HSS material and HSS welded joint 

behaviour with or without weld post treatment. 

The results enhance the need of an Eurocode review. 

Three designs of this bridge are compared: the first 

bridge design (A) uses only standard S355 steel grade 

whereas the second design (B) uses also HSS S690 QL 

steel but relies on current state of Eurocodes. Finally, the 

third design (C) is performed based on the real 

measured behaviour of HSS S690 QL steel and post 

treated welded joints. Through different variants of the 

design (C), the project results demonstrate the need of 

updating of Eurocode to take into account the enhanced 

material properties of HSS and the buckling of multiaxial 

stressed plates. The use of S690 QL in design B (C) 

enables reductions of steel weight of 25% (32%) on the 

steel deck and 34% (39%) on main girder compared to 

Design A and these designs save about 50% on full 

penetration welding volume compared to design A. 
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